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As strike begins

Kentucky truckers
play 'waiting game'
By 1111.1. BERGSTROM
business was slow at the I.'mon
Associated Press Writer
_
14•+.14 k Stop near Corbin on
Truck traffic declined in some the inaior 4 4nriectoi tx•tween Cmarras of Kentucky as a national in- rtnnatr to the mirth and Knoxville. -"
dependent truckers strike began. Tenn t..
...lab
and state police said they would be
There were six truckers in the
alert for signs of violence against dining room said restaurant
(rut ks still
the ri
manager Willie Anderson "NoirWe__ _will. biL_Iwatclung
-ma14, 4.-4.44•414-14e-4441,.-ata4atpos.sihilitivs. at iyerpasses and sti tt ci ku'i' I think tho •re' like we
forth,- Trooper .hin Muild of the' ate, the)..re playing a waiting
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STUDYING CRAPPIE POPULATIONS — Fisheries biologists
from Land Between The Lakes and Murray State University are studying the sampling techniques used by Missouri which is presently
conducting the foremost crappie research effort in the nation. One

method of serisiging demonstrated here on Lake Wappapello will be
tested an inland lakes at LBL, and may be used by the state of Kentucky this year to shed light on Valley crappie populations.
ITVA photo
•

Biologists examine crappie populations
TVA fisheries biologists at Land Between
The Lakes 1.81., in western Kentucky and
Tennessee are joining Murray State University biologists in examining a Missouri crappie
sampling technique that might shed new light
on the health of Valley crappie populations,
particularly in Kentucky and Barkley Lakes.
According to Dr. Tom Forsythe, supervisor
of the LBI.fisheries management section, the
foremost crappie research effort in the nation
'As being conducted in Missouri. Forsythe said
that Missouri has developd a sampling technique that is effective at sampling a wide range
of crappie sizes. Biologists then interpret the
data collected by this method and develop
management strategies.
Since crappie is an economically important
species around LBL and the valley, Forsythe
arranged for LBI, fisheries biologist Gary
Jenkins,, MSU fisheries professor Dr. Tom
Timmons, and MSU graduate student Donna
Parris to meet at Missouri's Lake Wappapello
with crappie research biologist Mike Colvin to

learn more about the crappie sampling
technique.
Jenkins said elec,rofishing is one commonly,
used method for sampling crappie. An electric current is introduced in the water via a
portable generator. The fish are temporarily
stunned and float to the surface where they
are collected, counted, weighted, and returned to the lake. Electrofishing is most effective
in the spring when crappie have moved into
the shallow water to spawn because the electric current travels only a short distance.
According to Jenkins, the fish surveyed during this period are not representative of the
total population because the fish have increased in weight and "plumpness" due to
sexual development for spawning. Immediately after the spawn they are normally
in below-average condition, sometimes appea nng almost emaciated.
Young crappie are often not collected effectively by this method. The best time to sample
crappie is in the fall, but during this time the

crappie are in deeper water, beyond the reach
of electric currents.
"Missouri biologists are mounting
lightweight nets on metal frames that form
box-like structures measuring 4 by 6 by 8
feet," explained Jenkins "These trapnets are
something similar to a hoop net in the way
they work. They are anchored in the water
and attached to a fixed object on shore
Missouri has developed the knowledge of
when and where to set its traps to bring up
representative samples '
Jenkins says the technique will be tested on
inland lakes at I131 by MSU researchers. The
State of Kentucky is also interested in trying
the technique. according to Jenkins
"Certainly, for Kentucky and Barkley
Lakes, the crappie and black bass are at the
top of the list in economic importance." said
MSU's Timmons
hope to work closely with
State agencies, TVA. Corps of Engineers. and
other universities in research that will benefit
our fishery resources."

Carbide's future is special interest to MSU
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
The Department of Energy
recently announced that it will
seek one contractor to operate the
Union Carbide Gaseous Diffusion
Plant in Paducah and three other
DOE plants in Kentucky and Tennessee.
According to a release from

DOE, the department feels that
because of inter-plant transfers
and employment benefits they'
want all four plants operated by
the same contractor.
Murray State University • had
specifically requested consideration for operation of the Paducah
plant and MSU spokesmen have
expressed disappointment with
DOE',decision. .
• What Malan to be the major
concern of MU'in the Paducah
plod is the economic'future of
western Keeitudry.
Marshall Gordon,vice president
for university services; Norman
Line, director of grant development; and Lynn, Bridwell. proteem in the saiversity's physics
dominant all amend concerns hien the economic stand-

or raw uranium is made up of less
point stating that they feel the
than one percent U-235. When the
university could operate the plant
U-735 passes through the-diffusor
and insure jobs to the plant's
the remaining uranium is stored
employees.
in tanks on the grounds at the
"The university has not been
completely disregarded by DOE, plant's site.
Through the gaseous diffusion
but university officials must
process, many useful U-235
decide if they want to be conmolecules are left. Therefore, ac•
sidered for a contract for all four
planis,"•Bridwell said.
While economy is perhaps the
major concern for the immediate
future, another issue to be considered, according to Bridwell and
Gordon, is the fact that the
gammas diffusion process wilt------Four students from Calloway
County High School and one from
soon be outdated and new
technology will be introduced
Murray With School have been
selected to perform in the annual
within the next 10 to 15 years.
All-State Chorus at the Kentucky
"Some major change will proMusic Education Association Conbably occur in Paducah at that
vention Feb.24 in Louisville
time, either plant modification or
Lisa Gardner, Rick Wagoner,
shut-down,"!indwell stated.
The energy-producing gaseous Kevin Crawford and Ashley
diffusion process Limed in Paducah Miller, all of CCHS. and Amy
is bleed on the fan that heavier U- Ross, of MHS, auditioned by per2311 molecules found in raw forming an acappella polyphonic
uranium travel more slowly than vocal quartet for a four judge
the light U-2:15 molecules that are panel. The students receiving the
used to produce the energy and highest scores throughout the
state were chosen to sing in the
fuel.
!indwell esplains that natural MS-voice chorus. There were 1106
who auditioned.
While in Louisville, the students
will rehearse "Scut Cervus," by

cording to Bridwell, they are
stored away in the tank., with the
U-2311
, He explains that two new processes will eventually replace
gaseous diffusion -They are gas
centrifuge and laser enrichment'.
,
he said.
Continued On Page 2
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oiled lighter
than_ Usual truck traffic On In-.
terstate 64 in the Ashland area and
on 1-75 in Sollthr.trrn Kentucky
N. si•vere effri-ts %err reporteil
elsewhere. .ind eta(,' police said
an incident Sunday night on 1-71
near Carrollton 111 northern Kentucky apparently - was not i'Ali
fleeted with [hi strike
Driver William Iiuncan of /Orli
11. -MESS
told
S011111111111:
Was. thrown at his truck from an
OVellNISS 7 miles northeast of 4
rollbin. but itdid no damage arid
tune-an ci PIA tuned on his way
-• That happened about 11 p iii.
before the strike was supposed to.,
start, Mudd said.• We've )4ail.pro.
at that intersectilar with
kids throwing off stuff We really.
believe it was not related ••
Trucks were noticeably fewer in
ittil-Vattanirartra-,---Tfikwr
Miller said -- Monda) morning Is
always aing morning There was
a considerable differ.-nee
1 n .southr•astern Kentui k%
Slate

p011-1 -t•
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Violence hits
17 states

windy with rain
r

By The Associated Press
A natural% ide strike 14 indep.on
dent truckers turned bliood
ing the :right with OM' driver shot
to death in'North Cartilma and at
least nine injured b gunfire lor
flying rtx•ks as the:‘ 'wheeled their
rigs through the darkituss
A-teen-ager suffered a fractured
skull Monday when a brick hounded off a traCtortrailer Into her
family's car in Penns)Mania
Since the strike began at 12 01
a in Monday., with others joining
the shutdown early today, trucks
have been fired at, sabotaged or
hit by rocks in at least 17 states •
The strike, ii protest against
higher fuel taxes and highway
user fees, appeared to have little
immediate effect, except in sonic.
isolated cases A cattle auctionMonday night in Pavilion. N V-,
near Buffalo was canceled
because no trucks were available
Officials in many states
reported near-normal truck traffic Some drivers expressed more
fear of militant strikers than any
desire to stop work, and shippers
reported no major priihjenis moving goods.
Continued On Page 21

lie truck's we've had conic
Tbe
through,.n.i. -comparo,
independents I've talked to are
park MI: their rigs I ine said he had
too much ittduuIe'e, tied up in his rig
to take a ‘'IlatWe sellth It:* she said
She said truckers seemed uncerwhen the strike began.
tain
though sonie said the deadline teas
12 01 a in luesdici,
one said he thinks what they
are ti011ig today is letting
get
home .• she said
Farther west. on 1-4;a near
merit
Smiths GYove,.
truck Plata was getting about
it its usual busint•s,,
Iair-ti'llth
said gi-neral manager Kenneth
Vim rid Vincent said Cuts-lens' Band
odio ri•porUs indicated- mato,
for
Anvers wire avoiding
fear of getting blOCkird iii .d .1
truck slop. a 'tactic 11'414-r—FIT—
pro ions strikes
are lust
others. he said,
holding back A lot of the Imo.. told
Continued in Page 2
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Localstudents to perform in All-State Chorus

I.

Kevin Crawford
Ashley Miller
Rick Wagoner
Lisa Gardner
Festival
the
percussion
in
the
!Aker
ConQuad-State
member
of
Jazz
sophomore
•
cert and Marching Bands
Miller. 'a sophomore, is the
Chamber Singers, the Calloway
Wagoner has participated in the daughter of Richard F and Viola
choir which will perform in Vienna, Austria, this summer. A .KMEA Solo and Ensemble Con- Miller. She sings alto. in the
test, All-District Band, Quad-State ChaMber Singers and plays
soprano, she also plays the guitar
and piano. Gardner is a- member Festivals and has had the lead clarinet in the band A member of
Paleutrine,. "Gloria," by Ratter, Of the Concert Choir. Columbia role in the "Yuletide Songe the Columbia Blues, she has per-,
Feast." kin is president of the formed a lead role in the
Tiweedruceolatad arrests were
M1414
Ave., were each ,and -Song of Democracy," "by Muss and has participated in the
made alsailay algid by the eherged with eight counts of,
under the direction of KMF.A Solo and Ensemble Can- band plans to pursue a career in ''Yuletide Smote Feast."
music education.
CallowspieseinglimigreDopoet-. possemdon. asks and delivery of a
Prolissser Robert Bear at Murray ted. She has performed a lead
• The Celloway students are
Crawford, son of Donald and
. schedule two controlled
most.
State University. The MOO* role in the "Yuletide Songe
under the 'direction of Lavaughn
Chid Doily LIM Masa lig" substanes a felony in Tennessee.
-Chinni concert, given in 01101110' Feast," participated in the Quad- - Bernice Crawford, is a sophomore
R Wells, Choral director.
tenor in the Chamber Singers. He
raided Mama Wider Merrla.
Davis, Parts. Tenn.. was chargnon with the All-State Orr:Infra, State Festival and is a member of
plays tnimpet in the marching
Ross, an junior, sings in the.
Tfinethy Laden Davis and ed with foe cost of peeneeiles. will be presented at 10* a.m. the First Assembly of God Church
and concert bands. Crawford per- Murray High Chorus. She Is the
lionewalhy on aele and delivery of a imbed& llatesegf in the Commonwealth Choir.
Dinuthy l
formed * in the "Yuletide Songe daughter of Dean and Molly Ross.
Wind keen lweeadrelled edeemee.
hOPVI
Wagoner,'a senior, is the eon of
Convention Center.
Faun," KAMA Solo and Ensem- She is under the direction of Joan
Marjorie Wagoner. He sings tenor
The on here waived extredi.
Gardner. daughter at
ble C.ontest. All-District Band.and Bourke,,choral director. •
litt3
1LIA.load Wasamithy. tiegetteramiese.
GerdEllf and Panay Underhill,isa in the Cheerer Singers sod plays

Three arrested on drug charges
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TVA budget-makers predict rate hike
KNOXVILLE Tenn. AP
Tennetisee Valley Authority
customers can expect their electric rates to rise 2 percent to 1 percent during the 1914 bookkeeping
year,agency budget-makers say
The predictions came Monday
as officials announced an
estunated power budget of $5 45
billion and President Reagan asked Congress to give TVA $122 5

million in tax money during 1964.
-There are few if any significant changes in the 1914 budget
from 1913," said Bruce Long, a
budget officer for the seven-state
federal utility.
Larry Edwards, TVA's chief
budget officer, said as much as
$269 million in increased rates
might be needed to keep the power
system budget balanced during

the 1964 bookkeeping year which
begins Oct. 1.
.He called the 1 percerd estimate
"a kind of worst-cue proiection."
TVA, which doubled the price Of
its electricity over five years,
should be able to keep rate boosts
at or below the level of inflation
for the rest of the decade, the
agency's three directors have
said

Carbide plant...
Continued From Page 1
Gvrdon feels the plant could
benefit through MSC's research
capabilities of the new
technological advancements
Gas centrifuge operates from
the concept of centrifugal force,
(indwell explains By spinning the
uranium at a high rate of speed
the heavier U-238 molecules will
be forced tti the outside and the
light U-235 molecules will be extracted from the center and converted to energy and fuel
Laser enrichment, he says,
operates from a high-intensity
light source tuned to vaporize raw

of the future" but adds that it is
still in its pilot state. "Gas centrituge is the intermediate step to
laser enrichment."
The gas centrifuge process is
still relatively expensive and it'
still does not extract all U-235
molecules from the raw uranium,
he says, but laser enrichment has
been researched and found to extract 100 percent of .U-235
molecules
Laser enrichment has also proven its efficiency through a lesser
consumption of energy
"With this breakthrough, the
laser process could be applied to
all of the storage tanks on the
Paducah location's storage yard
and extract vast amounts of U-235
molecules left over from the
gaseous diffusion process," he
said
Bndwell adds that if the governElizabeth Brackman, Kelsey
ment had granted MSU the operaChristopher, Melissa Clement, tional contract of the plant he is
Charlotte liawson, Danny "reasonable confident that it
Holsclaw., Melanie Julian, could have been..a success. Plant
Meredith Julian, Russ McCutoperations would have gone on
cheon, Tammy McKnight, Megan
much as they are now and the
Meeks, Karen Mikulcik, Greg
transfer to lazer enrichment
Milton, Jennifer Parker. Johnny
would have been smooth."
Pasco, Stephanie Sammons, DebHe, added that several Murray
bie Toth, Chad Turner. Terri' State 'graduates currently hold
Walker, Christie Watson, Leslie
management positions at the
Weatherford, and Sherri West
Paducah plant.
Performances will be held at the
public library at 3.30 on the
scheduled dates for the safety and
convenience of school-aged audiences
uranium and transform U-235
molecules into their useful state
The basic problems or disadvantages of gaseous diffusion, he
explains, are cost and inefficiency
"Cost is 8 factor because of the
tremendous amount of power it requires to perform the procedure
and it is inefficient because the
uranium must be put through this
diffusion process more than once
if all of the U-235 molecules are to
be extracted, which leirds hark to
the cost factor," he added.
'indwell explains that the laser
enrichment process is "the thing

Children's production to start
Community Theatre season
Twenty-four area youngsters
will begin the second • half of the
1982-83 Conmiunity Theatre
season as the children's company
presents, "The Star Thief and
Related Capers,- Feb 9-12
The special children's event, a
regular feature of each community theatre season, is under the
- direction of Ben Moore and production chairman Pat, Kiesow
The 'limbers of the company help
to shape the words and actions of
the characters as they study the
techniques of theatre
The cast includes Gary Bailey,
Leigh Baker, Heather Begley,

Transit board
Political science society grant sets meeting
to be used for film showings

A $335 grant from Pi Sigma
Alpha national political science
honorary society will be used during the spring semester at Murray
State University to present a
series of five films showcasing
American political activities.
Open to the public at no admission charge, the film festival is a
project of the Zeta Phi chapter of
the Pi Sigma Alpha at Murray
State Each film will be introduced by a member of the political
science faculty on the campus
Films scheduled at 7:30 p.m on
Tuesdays tn the auditorium of the
University Center on the campus
are as follows
"All the King's Men." Feb 8, to
be introduced by Dr. Joseph Rose.
"The Candidate." Feb M. to be
introduced by Dr Farouk Umar.

All the President's Men,"
April 12, to be introduced by Dr
Winfield Rase.
"Dr Strangelove,- April 26, to
be introduced by Dr Gene S Garfield
In a letter requesting the grant,
Reid Haney, Somerset senior and
president of the Murray State
chapter, said the project is intended to stimulate interest in the
school community and surrounding population in the workings of
the American political system and
in the affairs of the nation and the
world.
"We feel it offers the people of
our school an opportunity to be
entertained while, at the sane
time, being enlightened to that
thing that makes the world go
'round, politics," his letter read

Charges against
Perry are dropped
Tennessee grand larceny
charges against Andre Perry, 24,
Pine Street, have been dropped,
according to Murray Police
1)etective Charles Peeler.
Perry was charged with
allegedly stealing jewelry from a
Milan jewelry store on Jan. II. He
was arrested in Murray on Jan.,
13
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The Louisville Cement Co. Monday changed its tender offer for
sham of the Kentucky-Tennessee
Clay Co., Mayfield, to purchase
any and all shares tendered at
$133 per share.
According to the original agreement between the two companies
which expires next Monday. the
Louisville company held the option to reject shares tendered if it
did not receive the 51 percent
necessary to gain control.
Mayfield directors countered
the offer with a bid to buy 25 percent of the shares outstanding for
$140 per share. The offer expires
Feb.22.
If the companies merge after
the Louisville offer expires Monday, the value of shares then purchased would decrease to reflect
the loss of Kentucky-Tennessee's
assets as a result of that company's purchase of its own shares.

By ANN JOS WOOLLEY
Associated Preis Writer
DETROIT ( AP) — The nation's autamakers, trying to spruce op
their image and boost their profits, are reviving a tradition as
venerable as the rumble gest: convertible tape.
Dirty city air and noise, rising theft rates, safety concerns and increased use of air conditioning contributed to the demise of ragtops.
Fresh-air fans and nostalgia buffs mourned in 19711, when a white
Cadillac, billed as the last U.S.-built convertible, rolled off the
assembly line, but the soft tops are beck in force.
"People say,'I think I want to get a convertible, they're one of the
prettiest cars around." said Bud Barish, owner of Bluish Chrysler
Plymouth in Los Angeles. He said he has been selling 10 convertibles
a =nth,eVall in winter,including one to actor George Hamilton.
-Performance and a sporty image have ctime back a little (and are
Important in the marketplace)," said Donald DeiScenza, analyst at
Donaldson. Lufkin & Jenrette in New York. "All the I auto I companies have got to have products out there that provide that kind of
Image. If they don't,they will look as though they're stodgy."
Harvey Heinback analyst at Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith Inc. in New York,said the Big Three also can get good profits
on convertibles because they command higher prices, ranging from
$9,995 for the Dodge 400 to $34180 for a Buick Riviera.
'They can get a couple thousand bucks extra(compared with hardtop model,) — that bolsters profitability, and every little bit helps,"
Heinbach said.
A convertible Ford Mustang has a manufacturer's suggested retail
price of $12,467, while a comparable hardtop gees for 17,476. The
Buick Riviera ragtop's $24,960 compares with a $15,236 hardtop.
Chrysler led the ragtop revival, bringing back US.-made convertibles in the 1912 model year. Chrysler says it delivered 21,400 soft
tops to -U.S. dealers during 1962, although it had only
.expected to sell
3,000 of them.
.
But now with competition from Ford Motor Co. and General
Motors Inc.. Chrysler qgnounced last week it was cutting convertible
prices by as much as 62,505.
Even Porsche next month will introduce a convertible in the United
States for the first time in HI years. The price will be $34,450.
Although cities are still dirty and noisy and air conditioners still
popular, analysts say the convertible is back to May. Autornakers
have a more realistic view of What the convertible can do, they said.
"They're not viewed as a high-volume item now," said John Hammond, analyst at Data Resources Inc. in Lexington, Mass. "The
market will never be as it once was,and they know that."
The convertible's heyday was 1963, when 540,000 were sold. amounting to 7 percent of the U.S. car market. By the mid-1970s, the market
share had dropped to around 1 percent.

State truckers...
(Continued From P.age 1
me when they got their rigs home,
they were just going to leave them
there until they saw what happen-

apparently were not involved,
said Wayne T. Rutherford, head of
the Mountain Truckers Association Inc. at Pikeville.
The tax increases concerning
truckers nationally are in the
future, he said, and coal truckers
have more immediate concerns
"about saving their businesses.
"Most of them are parked
anyway, due to the recession in
the coal industry," Rutherford
said. "I haven't heard any of them
talk about striking. They're talk-

(Continued From Page 1)
George Franklin Capps, 33, of
Clayton, N.C., was shot in the neck
and killed by a sniper about 11:30
p.m. Monday just outside Newton
Grove, N.C., as he was driving a
truck along U.S. 701, said Sampson County sheriff's deputy
Gerald Tadlock.
Six other trucks were hit by gunfire and two other drivers were
slightly injured elsewhere in
North Carolina.
A tank truck driver received
minor cuts about 4 a.m. today
when a sniper's bullet shattered

glass and metal just behind his
head while he was driving his rig
near Baltimore, police said.
In Utah, truck driver Howard N.
Adams. 45, of Riverside, Calif.,
was shot in the chest Monday
afternoon as he unloaded his rig in
Brigham City. His condition was
upgraded from critical to serious
today. Authorities said they were
uncertain if the shooting was
strike-related.
Reports of violence also came
from Pennsylvania. Ohio, Illinois,
Alabama, Mississippi, Oregon,
West Virginia, Michigan, Ten-
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nessee, Florida, Arizona, Idaho,
Indiana,and Connecticut.
State police in Pennsylvania
and Michigan said two truckers
suffered minor facial cuts when
rocks or bricks were tossed
through their windshields while
they were rolling down interstates. Nails were spread on an
Oregon highway, police said.
In Arizona today, two drivers
were hurt as bullets hit five trucks
near Casa Grande. Police said two
men were arrested for questioning
but were booked on unrelated
charges.
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trig about surviving, saving their
equipment." Capt. 'Charles Johnson at the
state police operations center in
Frankfort said the statewide effects of the strike were insignificant.
Several Louisville food
distributors reported normal
deliveries and predicted, like Bob
Wimsatt, president of Hershfield
Brothers Inc., that it would be
Wednesday or Thursday before
the effects were felt.

Violence hits 17 states...
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Louisville firm
changes offer

The Executive Board of the
Murray-Calloway County Transit
Company will meet Thursday,
But Steve Welch, manager of
Feb 3, at 7 p.m. in the Murray Cithe Big T Truck Stop on 1-65 at
ty Hall, according to Sue Morris, Elizabethtown, said -we've still
executive director.
_got quite a few drivers stopping.
Items on the agenda include
We can't see any effects yet From
Section 18 funding, capital expenwhat I've heard, most of them ate
ditures and expansion of transit
going to keep driving and see what
operating hours
happens." '
Eastern Kentucky coal truckers

MONEY
MARKET
CHECKING ACCOUNT
8.125% Thru Feb. 7, 1983
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TVA's 4.4 percent increase in
11112 was its smallest in a dawn
years.
About 97 percent of TVA's
money comes from the 'power
budget, which includes money
earned from electricity sales and
borrowed from the Federal Financing Bank for construction projects.
The 1964 power budget estimate
Is only slightly larger than the 1963
figure. But the actual coot of
operating TVA's power system,
the largest in the nation, can be
greatly affected by such things as
rainfall, interest rates and power
plant efficiency

Ragtop revival tied to
industry's image, profits
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Selling quality
In 1961 the new chairman of the Federal Communicatioas Commission, Newton Minow. described television as a vast wasteland. He urged doubting "station operators to view all programs.from
sign-on to sign-off. You will see a procession of
game shows, violence, audience participation
shows, formula comedies about totally
unbelievable families, blood and thunder, mayhem,
violence, sadism. murder. Western bad men.
Western good men, pnvate eyes, gangsters, more
violence .and cartoons. And. endlessly, commercials.- many screaming. cajoling and offending"
That blast of discontent set a standard for televi-.
mon criticism Each viewer can judge what has
changed in the two decades since. In 1961, the networks responded by saying advertisers demand
large audiences. You give the public what it wants
or you go broke. The ring of the cash register muted
the calls to improve television's fare.
But now. at NBC, the televisibn network where'
the cash register rings less loudly and often.
desperation has, created a praiseworthy Ara tegy •
NBC is trying to nurture quality programs Into profitablity.
"Hill Street Blues" is their model. The characters
who gather at Captain Frank Furillo's fictional
police station first won the critics and later a mass
audience. "Hill Street" entertains and commands
attention, but it does not sneer or in'Other words
suggest that the audience lacks interest in reality.
The Publicity of winning six Emmys helped "Hill
Street," but the key seems to be that NBC
ecutives said, "Wait a minute. This program is
building a following. Let's not kill it."
Not that "Hill Street" was the first or even
necessarily the best. CBS nurtured "60 Minutes"
over an even-longer period. Patience produced an
hour-long program that consistently ranks among
the most-watched.
The public should cheer the decline of drivel
because it so often distorts and demeans. "Hogans
Heroes" depicted life in a German prisoner of war,
camp as hilarious; "Charlie's Angels" focused on
attractive women in tight-fitting clothing as they
jogged.
Fred Silverman, the leading promoter of such
programs, moved ABC from the bottom to the top of
the standings. It was not an achievement that spoke
well for the millions who watch television. But
Silverman failed when he tried to transplant his formula of sex and violence to NBC. He left in defeat,
and since then NBC has relied on Grant Tinker's approach. Quality seems to be the distinction of programs Tinker promotes.
NBC still is last among the networks, but there is
evidence that fewer and fewer people are watching
less and less of all network programming. Competition from cable programs is a factor, but dOn't-ignsire the pissaibility of More discriminating viewers.
1.'0i-whatever reasons, the rules for winning and
holding audiences have changed.
NBC would gladly swap slow-building quality for
lowbrow in slant hits. But for now, NBC is trying to
sell quality. And the profits from "Hill Street
Blues" spend just as well as money made from such
garbage as "Charlie's Angels." Hang in there,
NBC.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

You've got to be a regular night owl
to follow the OVC's late TV games
I wonder how many people ii.
honest Indian. watch the °Vt.- Lae
night televised basketball games
other than the people Who follow'the
two teams playing
By coming on here in Murray at
1030 p.m.. that's a pretty late star
ting time
11 :10 p m in Louisville.
and the eastern part of the state
I can't help but wonder how many
people ari• still waiting around.
raiding the refrigerator, popping
corn-and try met() stay awake long
enough for that late a tipoff.
By that time, no doubt the -beer
drinkers are so bleary-eyed they
scarclyknnw Who Is pia ying
Ill almost bet. most of them could
care less.
I believe it was the first game
televised
betWeeti Morehead and
Austin Peay
that T fought so hard
to keep awake, there -in my easy
chair and with a warm, sleep'inducing fire on the hearth
•
I had dozed off
much to
Cathryn's consternation -when she
shook me awake and told me to stay
awake, the game was going to the.
wire Austin Peay was one point
ahead with only svonds to play and
Morehead had the ball
• •.•
I had no more'pulled myself off my
tail-bone to a respectable. upright,
sitting posaiton- when one of ttit
Morehead boys hit a long shot to give
the Eagles the last-second victory'
Good. I _1hought, happy that
\ --Morehead had won We have soft
spots in our hearts for the folks in•
Morehead. having been on the
university staff there for a year in the
1960s. "Now, I can get to bed." I
thought, and headed down the hall.
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Overtime issue
Conditions being what they are, United Auto
Workers officials can't be blamed for trying to ban
overtime in auto plants and force manufacturers to
recall laid off workers.
Strange as it seems, many plants are working
overtime shifts. It's a relatively inexpensive alternative to rehiring extra help and taking on the
heavyweight benefit obligations that come with the
deal.
Automakers argue that spurts in production
aren't all that should be considered. Just as important is how long production increases can be expected to last. Until they are convinced that an
upswing shows evidence of lasting, they d&i't want
to be forced to commit themselves to larger work
forces.
With 172,000 members on layoff, the UAW,
undersdindably. favors recalls, but trying to force
the issue and gain an overtime ban would reduce
the fletbility of the auto companies. And those
mama/ties need all the maneuvering room they can
fledgig them in might, in the long run, be selfdefeating for the union and for members an the job
a.
and off.
Let the manufacturers produce all they can sell.
When market confidence returns and abrupt
downturns are a thing of the past, the recall notices
will begin.

urekensl,
“sitest tot, „e s.
minutes before I remembered
galllt•Santi asked
ou by any

kentucky closeup
LOUISVILLE. Ky AP,
They
stop her on the streets to ask for an
autograph
A clerk at the grocery checkout
counter tells her: "You've been shopping with us for a long time, and
never knew you were famous."
She wasn't
until an advertising
jingle revived Hazel Miller's confidence And opened doors that had
been closed in the past
"I had gone to New Orleans last
summer because I couldn't find work
here," the 20-year-old singer said.
"When I came home. I was shocked
to learn that I'd become a celebrity
That commercial did it."
The song. ''Look What We Can Do.
Louisville." was written as part of
Mayor Harvey Sloane's campaign to
improve the image the community's
residents have of their city.
Ms. Miller auditioned after
"friends Upped me that an ad &genewas looking for someone to do the
tune. I went in one night and knocked
it out. Everybody liked my style
They said there was a lot of life in my
version."
In addition to its success on radio
and television, the song has become a
hot-selling record locally ,and
brought his' damns of night club
•
poorysersiWbisttuj
Bk." said Ma. Miller, who was
sleighs( sow* by the thne she was
15. She worked In a cigarette factory,
wee a service Station attendant and
later &janitor.
Attiring- merringe to a childhood

by george hockett
sw,ettleart failed, she enrolled at u ie
University .(if Izinsville "I (walk
ran out' of money and went bus k
singing.
She triiiiird up with three or-foui
bends and that meant road trips, phi,
loftt. separations from her suns. list,
by la. and Kenneth, 4 .
• When you have youngsters ,
t
feed, you go where the jobs are. I trx
to make it up to them "
She has shared billing with tic'
Temptations, Lou Rawls and M.
Tonne 'That's not bad for a woman
wh.c can't read music," said Ms -Miller, who picks her tunes and tart
rangennents by ear "I've learned by.
listening to others Aretha Franklin
was a childhood favorite of mine."
In her spare time, Ms. Miller is putting together a collection of songs for

.111 alhuin she would like to re'ecenuf
-I•ne looking around for people will
mg to invest in the project I might do
it by myself if I can raise the
money • •
Sfie said she believes she has the
talent to compete on a Fiala/nal level"But y
ne-rd 4111 agent who has the
•01t11:1;t11415, tic take your material to
the big names in the industry I
haven't been able. to find anyone like that
The hardest thing about this
business is getting out of your
hometown intotheinnin stream 71-idle of her goals The other Is
to return tee the university, where her
major is anthropology •
"I'm only 18 hours away from a .
degree • It would-be something to fall
back on if niy career faltered "

thoughts in silason
By Ken Wolf
We have all experienced tragedy in
our lives, as well as moments if not
hours. days,and months -- of despair
and hopelessness
One bit of comfort for 10 in such
times might be the thought that we
are not alone: others have felt the
same feelings years and evktn con.
tunes before us
These words of Comfort were writtelibfthe dilakal Ca44-drilitnatint.*
Aeschylus I 525-45i BC •
In our els*, pain which cannot
forget falls drop by drop open'
oar heart until, in our oem
• despair, evident our will. •
ciente wiedá -Uwough the

grace of(;od
.Plans currently are underway for a
second printing of Ken Wolf's
"Thoughts in Season." a paperback
Collection of the author's columns
which have appeared in the Murray
Ledger 4a Tittles There will have to
'be 3O requests for the book to warraid • second printing Those' wandog to order the book, at IS per copy
aft4h0 orders. .shCrUld rangier
MS at the following people Marti ErWin, Irma LaFollette. Susan Hart,'
Abdo Graves, Euple Ward, Clara
limiaphrey, Alice Milton, (;erry
SOK David ROOS, Max Hurt, Betty
talify air Ken Wolf.
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Retirement ley Of Fed Cr...111watt
executive secretary of the sy stern .et
!Murray High Sche mei 1.:114•til 1.4 R11111
.c re
Pasco 411111 full% Dale
presiiitlits set \hiii c.-es. attsl.Callsokay
AVsi vi• 1.011)11N I i•Nite, II% rit,
r tst i i4't*elt' stisas-44.-!di and Mt,'Ronal() Pan: 11c11011.
Jan 28, aitil a s'.111 lac Mt •s1,1
Michaeaurley Jan 17
Twenty years ago
t I'M/n.111
A 11,,11,01' 41V1.11(-11 141,
-nm-l-or-r-hpied by I hereethy I len.lon arid
daughter, Rachel, hurried ye-111.1.1y
morning Also destroyed
bean
ty shop with lIt'V• et11111/111411t
GEM' I .aneleell anti Clyde
received top honors at annual
Chamber of i's1111111111•CCI• BONNE'.\1011
I /Mel'at Southside Restaurant
Recent births I rim)rteil at \turas
loSpital 1111'111(11' a girl to Mr
and
Mrs Michael Jones. a girl to Mr and
Mrs Bill lima. a boy tee NI1 arid Mt s
.4.1' Roges and a boy to N1r---an.1 %It s
I larold Beaman
Gail I himphrey . daughter ci Mu
and Mrs Merles Humph'ey has a.
cepted a teaching positteen at.ItleHents
field Iligh School Bloomfield M..
Thirty years ago
. Prof Thomas e ‘'etiable was nom
eel chairman of a group of nitre eNti..,
M urray -,. and (*.sill/way County
citizens planning a pre'grain cit it
tal hygn•ne as a service of the
Calloway County !lean)) I hpart
nient.
New Concord Redbirds beat Misr ray Trailing School Colts for the
champion.ship of the Calloway County High School 'Basketball Tourna•
Merit high
til'Oferyi Wert'
Speedy Mathis for NON, Concord and
Max linniett for Murray Training
Kirksey Engles beat Lynn Grove
Wildcats for consolation game with
high team scorers being Jimmy
Suiter for Kirksey nrini.Johnny West
for Lynn(:rove
Eileen Rohwedder, Melisnui Sexton, Donna Ruth Grogan, Imam. Bell
Overhey, Nancy Ilixiges, Cintameritai
Talent, Jean Dick, .Margaret. Ruth
Atkins and Tommy Doran, piano
students of Miss.. Lillian Walters
presented ii program at meeting of
Alpha_Department of Murray.
Woman's Club. Mrs. Cl.. Sharbrough, is program chairman and
Mrs K Hall Hood is department
chairman
Mrs Alton Barnett has returned
home after a visit with relativis in
1)etrolt. Mich.
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Cord workshop

datebook
Thursday

Williams will be the evangelist and special singing
will be at each service. according to the Rev.
Douglas Baggett. pastor, who invites the public to
attend

The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have a workshop on "Fun With Card Party
Decorations" on Thursday. Feb 3. at 1 p.m.at the
club house Verble Yates will be program chairman
and Mary Wells will have the thought for the day.
Hostesses will be Zula Sykes, Frances Whitnell,
Joan Whayne, Modena Wilcox. Nancy Adams.
Mary Miller and Susan Griffin

Rainbow group 'to perform
The Rainbow Ftingees of the First United
Methodist Church will present a program of music
at the Fleet United Methodist Church. Gleason.
Tenn., on Wednesday, Feb. 2. The group will be
sharing music using the handbells.

Tennis ploy Thursday

Youth study planned

Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday. Feb. 3, from 930 to 11 . 30 am
at the Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet
at 8 45 a.m at the home of Marilyn Adkins to go to
Kenlake. Substitutes will be Norma Frank. Cathy
Mattis and Cecelia Brock.
Agnes
The lineup is as follows Court One
Payne. Cathy Young. Vicki Miller and Janice
Marilyn Adkins, Gayle Foster,
Howe: Court Two
Vickie Baker and Becky Wilson

The Winter Bible Study for Gaides 7 to 12 of ring
Baptist Church will start Wednesday. Feb. 2, at 7
p.m. at the church. The group will study "A Faith
That Works," according .to Jeff, Palmer. youth
director
Other sessions will be at 7 p.m. on Thursday at
home of Jeff Palmer. Friday at home of Robert
1.yons and Saturday at home of Jeff Garrott.

Beverly Carol Taylor
married to Scott Long

Persons dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from area
hospitals included Noel Curd and Myrtle Hendon,
both of Murray,.. from Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, Joseph Skelton, Billie Brewer and Rosa
Gasser. all of Murray, Imogene Ferguson of
l'uryear, Tenn., and Ken Miller olFarmington, all
from Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.

Community calendar

Mr and Mrs Curtis Taylor of Swainsboro, Ga..
announce the marriage of their daughter. Beverly
('arol, to Scott Quoin Lem son of Mr. orwt
Kenneth Long of Sugar Valley, Ga
The vows were solemnized on Saturday, Jan. 15,
at 2 p m. in the home of the groom's parents. The
Rev Grody Roden officiated'
The new Mrs. Long is the granddaughter of Tom
Edd Travis of Rt. 3, Murray. and the late Venice
Jones Trains, and of Mrs. Ray Boyce of Cadiz and
the late Calvin Taylor.
Mr Long is the grandson of Mr and Mrs. Dewey
Samples of Sugar Valley, (;a , and of Mrs. F.stel
Long of Atlanta. Ga., and the late Harm Long.
The new Mr and Mrs. Long are residing in Sugar
Val .(;a.

Thursday, Feb.3 - • Thursday,Feb. 3
Tuesday.Feb. 1
_ Tuesday,Feb. 1 Mothers Morning Out
Murray TOPS take off Study will be at 6 p.m. at
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
pounds sensibly) Club home of David and of Beta Sigma Phi will will be at 8:30 p.m. at
meet at 730 p.m. at Ellis Good Shepherd United
will meet at 7 p.m. at Aleshth Cunningham.
Methodist Church.
Center.
Health Center.
A free adult education class in general
Singles Class will meet
mathematics and F:nglish grammar will be offered
Mothers Day Out will
Alcoholics-Anonymous at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Preceptor Omicron
by the Adult Learning Center at Murray State
be at 9 a.m. at First Bapis scheduled to meet at 6 Poplar Church of Christ.
Chapter of Beta Sigma
University for a period of eight weeks, beginning
tist Church.
p.m in western portion of
Phi will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Monday, Feb 7
Livestock and Exposition
Wednesday,Feb.2
at the Annex of Calloway
Students may register for the courses by visiting
Bea Walker Group OF
Center
Hazel and Douglas Public Library.
or calling the Adult learning Center, 7624971-. betFirst Baptist Church
Centers will be Open from
ween 8 a m and 4.30 p m , Monday through Fnday
Women will meet at 7:30
Delta Department of 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acMurray Women of the p.m. It home of Mrs
Murray Woman's Club tivities by senior citizens.
Moose are scheduled to Charles Hale.
will meet at 7 p m at club
meet at 8 p.m. at lodge
house
Trinity Christian Center, North 18th and
Events at First hall.
Senior citizens .acStreets,.will begin a revival on Friday,
Presbyterian Church will
will be from 10
tivities
Murray High- Band include choir practice
services at 7 p in The Rev. Marvin
Callowaywith
Feb 4,
at 6
Parents Anonymous a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Boosters will meet at 7
p.m and youth group at
will meet at 630 p.m. For and Douglas Centers and
Morgan, secretary to p m at Murray High 6:30 p.m.
At s Budd A Team•
call 759-1087 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
information
School
•
Chuck Hulick, director of
IA as the theme of the proEllis Center.
:
7534089
or
gram at the meeting of housing at Murray State
Free magic workshop
Calloway
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the Murray Chapter of University
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p.m. by
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Free class scheduled

Trinity plans revival.

•

-• _
,
UARE DANCE — The Mayfield-Graves County Association for Retarded Ctizens recently
BENEFIT
sponsored their seventh anneal square damn with all proceeds going to the J.U.!Cavil Center at Mayfield. The
event named KM for the center. Dancers came from Illasouri, Minds,Kentucky and Tenneco's with callers
being C.P. Ashby of Central City, Lee Swain of Memphis,Tenn., and Janice Berkley of Mayfield. Among the
dancers were Clyde and Rosanna Miller of Murray, pictured center.
Mayfield Messenger photo

Po el presents program
at secretaries meeting

Semi-Annual Quilt Sale
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Murray Today Editor

Microwave oven testing
planned by deportment

Jo Burkeen

ing shipment of the oven.
or under abnormal use In'
the home or re4staurant.
Any individual or food
establishment having a
microwave oven who
would like to have the
Unit inspected should
telephone • the Calloway
County Health Department at 753-33111. between
the hours of a m. and
4:30 p.m.. Monday
thrOugh Friday.
Those persons who had
their ovens checked in the
previous survey need not
have them checked
again, unless some type
of damage has occurred
to the oven since that
time. '
Individuals' wanting
their microwave ovens
checked should call and
schedule an appointment
prior to Friday. Feb. 4
There is no cost for this
service arid. the actual
testing of the ovens will
begin Monday. Feb. 7.
The test will usually
Lake less than 15 minutes
not.. involve
and. doe
ilisas.sembly of the oven

Although theusands of
peat* use microwave
ovens today, some consumers may have questions regarding the safety
of cooking with
microwave radiation.
Because of this concern. the Calloway County Health Department is
hi the process of starting
a countywidt microwave
oven testing program.
The Federal Governsent has -established stringent standards regarding the design and emission levels for microwave
ovens. There is little
cause for concern about
excessive microwave
leakage unless the door,
hinges, latch, or seal, on
the oven is damaged or
broken. Damage of this
type usually occurs dur.

Your Individual
Horoscope

OPEN
T0114).
e mories

Caney'6
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It's not really the proper tune of
the year to have your mind on
swimming, but that is exactly
whet fills dedicated Paul Vought's
nUnd this time of year.
An articulate senior at Calloway
County High School, Paul is diving
and swimming each day at Murray State University's indoor pool
from 5:30 till about 0:30 p.m.
preparing himself physically and
mentally for the Diving
Regionals. This event will be held
Feb. 11 and 12 atElizabethtovm. •
Paul became interested in
swimming and diving at the age of
10 when his big brother would take
him swimming at the YMCA in
Decatur. Ill., where he lived for 14
years Then the family moved to
Alaska and Paul's interest grew in
this sport. Before moving to Murray from Alaska. Paul was named
the Regioruitrhampion in diving
for Alaska
When I chatted with Paul last
week, I asked him how in the •
world he and his fanply found New
Concord, Ky He said-his parents.
jean and Dan Warren', were look-

and are happy tube here
There IS no organued
no program at Calloa at Countt High
School. so Paul decided to
organize one for himself lie and
Mrs. Sue Outland. long-tune faculty member at the high school.
were friends, so he talked Sue into
serving as the swim coach Paul
couldn't go to the Regionals
without a faculty member, and
you guessed It Sue agreed
Sue has coached mans things in
her teaching career, including
track, basketball and tennis hot
never, never swimming But. •
knew Paul needed .4 facti!I
member
A cross countrs runner in track
for Calloway County High Sch,,•1
Paul Vought
Paul loves swimming this Unit.
•
year, before track -begins this situ
ing 'for a college that suited thri%,_. ing
needs 7-- his mother's wish ti, - For the --eegionals. Paul will
become a nurse, a college for his enter five categories of-thving, inolder sister. Dawn V oug ht cluding forward.- back, inward.
Lanahm, and college for hint so 'reserve and twistinft
they came up with the perfect
With hiS-iledicafion: be will pro,
solution. Murray State Universitt
ha bly bring tilinie the , bacon
They mostedisere two year-, a t!,, i:otid luck Paul

Students making semester honor roll at Calloway County High School listed
Frahm Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,
FEBRUARY 2. l9B3
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To Bad out what the
stars say, read the-forecast
given for your birth sign.

The honor roll for the Rice, Renee Taylor and
first semester at Daysha Smith.
Calloway. County High
Sophomores
School has been released
Mark Bazzell, Tracey
by Jerry Ainley. prinBrown, Jon Driver, Joancipal, as follows:
Mikal
na
Making All As
Grimes, Molly Imes. Lisa
. Seniors
Kiser and Renee Young
Tracy Beach, Carl
Freshmen
Anderson, Anna Erwin
Laura •Alton, Marcia
and Lisa McDonald.
Ford. Mary Hansen, DarJuniors
Gina Brown, Lisa ren • Loftis. Regina
Chaney, Evy Jarrett, Jay Peeler, Tim Weatherford
Herndon, Tony Melton, and Beth Woodall.
All As and Bs
Lisa Myers. Jennifes

ARIES
•
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You'll-be able to 'solidify a
relationShip today, but others
are not likely to fulfill promises. A higher-up may be
touch.
TAURUS
(Apr. )to May 201
On the job you'll meet with
opportunity, but you're inclinBy CECILY
- - Cook 'artichokes until
ed to goof off. Accept a social
BROWNSTONE
tender; drain; remove
invitation to visit old friends.
and discard chokes; keep
AP Food Editor
GEMINI
Filled Artichokes & Car- artichokes warm.
(May 21 to June 20)
In a ,10-inch skillet
You may be asked to return rots
Cheese& Coffee crumble sausage antil
a favor. The pursuit of good
0' Med Artichokes,
cooked through; with a
times could cause you to overreheat well, slotted spoon ref.-hove
These
do or to be careless about
covered, in a microwave sausage:. keep warm'and
obligations.
oven: .
reserve_ Pour off sausage
CANCER •
4 large artichokes'
fat into a measure and
TItil*-211.0 July 22)
A family member may be 12 pound bulk pork add enough oil to- it to
out of sorts. Don't quibble with sausage
make 1-4 cup:- return- to
others about small matters. Olive oil
skillet; add onion, green
Know when to speak and when
Medium onion, chopped pepper, mushrooms and
to hold your tongue.
medium-fine
garlic; over fairly high
LEO
1 large green pepper. heat, stirring constantly,
(July 23 to Aug. 22) ArtkQ chopped medium-fine
cook until onion wilts.
You tend to boastfulness and
12 pound mushrooms. Stir in reserved
could alienate a friend. Be coarsely chopped
sausage, rice, poultry
sure to keep appointments,for Garlic clove. minced
seasoning, salt and pepothers do not like to be kept
2 cups cooked brown per. Spread open the
waiting.
rice
leaves of each artichoke:
VIRGO.
pciultry
teaspon
1
Fill centers with rice mix,.
i Aug.23 to Sept. 221 IC%
ture. Serve at once or
Money may come in and go seasoning
out. You may go overboard on Salt and pepper to taste reheat Makes 4 servi
spending when shopping. Be
more attentive about
household tasks,
LIBRA
I Sept. 23 to Oct. 72
Keep long-range security
goals in mind. Conservative
tactics bring monetary gain.
Don't waste time.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nt'ellF
In love you're loyal, but in
financial affairs you tend to irresponsibility today. Don't be
careless with belongings.
SAGMARIUS
(Nov. 22toDec.21)
ye. KIWANIS SPEAKER — 111.71Cigititeik loft, Mar
but you may be negligent in ray Ltwanis Club member,shekels hand of G.T. 111limping some appointments. ly, tight, who discussed his recent trip to Rued'at
.‘ A private meeting with a loved a recent Kiwards Club meeting. Lilly illustrated his
talk with slides showing the places and people of
one pleases you.
Moscow,Kiev and Leningrad.
Ad
CAPRICORN
(Dec.ZttoJan.19)
Even though a career pro•
goad looks good, take time to
review details. A confidential
tip about business may bi Inaccurate.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.alto Feb. 1111
Students need seltdiscipline
to keep up with assignments.
A social
out
careerwise, although some
Maximum/erste.

:114041 Artichokes recipe released

giwA

connection helps

PlaCI21

(Feb.',to Mar.30) X
An old friend at a distance
wants to hear from you. Avoid
extravagant career steps Be
ciose-nwuthed about Weiner
at present
YOU BORN TODAY are
sensitive and need a creative
outlet for your imagination.
You're naturally in tune with
artistic pursuits and are often
found in such fields as poetry,
mink, acting, fiction, design
and dance You need a definite
talk te keep you busy. Mervin you may be too preoC.
bow your feehnp
see kin treated by others.
good insights Into
would =he a good
onoselerairtLeudegistor
of: Farrah
Fawcett, actress; James
Jere, author; and Jaeche
violinist.
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WOOLENS

The
the color of your wedOttoresinod
you and your

••

I -

EVERY YARD OF FINE

"Why Weer
White wosn t always the most popular color for
a wedding dress •n Americo. In (act, before the
19th century a bride simply married in her Sundoy
best-whether a pastel suit or o multi-colored skirt
Brides of other londs also appeared in non- white .
dresses Red was o favorite during the mewls ages
in Europe. Block velvet was the desired item among
Icelandic brides lust fifty yews ago. Over the years
• many brides did choose drosses of white which
the Greeks thought was the mythological color of
celebration for the Gods. In the 11100's. rneonings
chonped and the white cairn' represented purity
Today. it has changed again, and white dresses
merely symbolize the wedding itself...,ond con be
worn by any bride including second time ond roof
finning bodes
Ivory dresses ore a very popular trend today
Some girls hove the skin tone that goes bettor with
ivory than with whits. All the accessories you will
need or wont an available in Ma ivory and
therefore you con complement your gown the way
you desire
The locos on your gown. veil, underpinnings and
gloves were once regarded as fine art. In ancient
Europe, noble women mode certoin that Moir
dresses for doily wear were decorated with loco.
Peasant women weren't wealthy enough to afford
lacy everyday dresses • but on the accession as
special as their wedding day, bits of lace were
sewn to their ceremonial aprons.
Some gowns ore available in pastel diodes of
pink, yoilow, and blue. Even though they ore different, they are equally as beautiful as the oll
white gowns Agoin, it's o decision you must maks!
fashions hove changed, and will ogoin. The nice
Ring about our present day traditions is that
'anything goes'. Whatever style gown and veil you
desire is ovaiiable. Creativity is the key that opens
the door to the. 'fashion you ore seekingl
pessibikties are mats end
Amsgowe on),
only by
•
imagination,

Jadd'r

r
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Artcraft Photography
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Babbles From Bobbie

sodany ,eaceo

(;reek

Glenna But.). Dona Sham. Wallace. I A'e Y111,111
"s().
Lisa Crouse;Eim- and Jeanne Thorn
lv Dunn. Jeanetta
Ell At 11111 IW MB IR III
Geurm. Melissa Herndon.
Kim Garland.
Dawn Bale, Donald
Grace, Rachel Garland,
Kelly :Jameson. Rebecca
Jones, John Kelso. Bobby
Lamb, Gaye Martin,
Jody 1,ambe*t, Kerr
Pearson:'
Eric Roberts. Carrie
Paschall. Brad Skinner,
Rix1ney - Tucker, Roger
Tucker,' I/ale Nought,
Mark Waldrop, 14/11 Yarbrough and Rhonda york
Freshmen
Michael Bryan, John
Bray. Brooks Barton,
Marty Anderson, Chuck
Adams, Barbara Bullington, Ray Courses.,
Dana Cunningham Kim
Darnell, James Darnels.
Stacy Darnell,
Tracey Eldridge':
Russell Dunn. Sherri
Gallimore, Dana
Ferguson. Timothy
Garland', Michael Gar:
rison Carmen (;lass,
Timothy Greer, Bryon
Harlan, Ricky Harrison.
Michael Hill, Jennifer
Jarrett, Corey }lute, Tony
Jackson, Johnna 4ones,
Leanne Lockhart, Tim
Manning, Doug Mt-Kinney. I.isa MIR by. 1.1541
100% WOOL Et
Meador,
Anne Miller, Marilyn
WOOL BLENDS
McCallon, David Rogers,
Teresa Storey, Alicia
III 54 and 60 WIDTHS
St ub-ble-f-ie d •
COORDINATING
Sykes, Sam TH Oar ,
TARTANS, CLASSIC
PLAIDS HEATHERS
CHECKS sami SOLIDS
IS.
MO
# 00
PtUS OTHERS
UI
REG. $7.99 to
$10.99 YD.

Seniors
Keith Allbritten, Cindy
Bazzell, Doug Brown.
Vincent Alton, Brenda
Armstrong, Lynne
Cothran, Sherry Coy.
Brent Caner. Jeff Garrison, Raymond Grady.
Teresa Jones, Vickie
Houghton, - Mark - Hutson,
Jill Johnson, Tina
ffb-usden, •Jeff Humphreys, Allen Miller, Lori
Malcolm, -Christy MeCallon, Lisa Maddox,
Jill Mitt-hell, Billy Murray, Remo Peeler, Cari
Price, .Teresa Ragsdale,
Tartmiy Turner; Melissa
York, Shelly Wilkins, •
Rick Wagoner and Sandy
Walker.
Juniors
Sheila Alexander, Lori
Burkeen, Bill Chaney,Jill
thildress, Chris Clark,
Greg Douglas. Jeff
Dowdy, Richard Dowdy-.
Micah Edward/4,Shannon
Ford,
Laura Foster,- David
Grady, Kim Hopkins. Annie Hansen, Mike Harlan,
Gary Haws, Leslie Kiser,
Tonya Kirk, Sheila McClure. Amy McCage,
Keith Miller, Amanda
Miller, Cindi Petrie,
Yvontta Pritchett,
Melissa Richerson,
Leland Steely. Chris
Wooldridge, Tim
Williams, Daron Wilson
and Lori Windsor
Sophomores '
Mark Arnett; -Tina
Baker, Angela fialentine;
.. 4 1.• 4 s•

I h. I (impiety :reek
Niccialts '%11,11,
\
quick Arri.ing

111
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Newborns, dismissals released by hospital

American people express interest in all quilts

28, was 147 adults and au
In nursery. Newborn admissions
were Lanette Smith and
baby boy, 803 W. Farthing, Mayfield; Rhonda
Thurmond and baby boy.
Rt. 2, Buchanan,Tenn.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Edna J. Merrell.
Al Fox Meadows;
Mickey M. Malmkap,
New Concord; A.B.
Knight, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Glen A. Casey, Rt. I.
Dukedom, Tenn.; Daruile
E. Harrison, Almo; Mrs.
Erma Rtidean Nanney.
411 South Eighth St.
Mrs. Linda F. Berry, 1125
Belmont, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs Mary G. Bynum. Rt
6:
Mrs Attie S. Garrison,
Rt 5; Mrs Mildred
Jessie Guthrie, Hazel;
Census at Murray- Mrs. Lucille I. Hargrove,
Calloway County 802 Mason St., Mayfield;
Hospital for Friday, Jan
Mrs. Jane E. Houghton,
Rt 3; Ronald E
Jameson. tit. 1, Alm°,
Miss Jacquelme H Pope.
Woods Hall; Joseph Edward Robertson, Rt. 6,
Mayfield; Mrs. Laverda
Johnson and baby boy,
808 North 18th St.:
Mrs -Carmen V Rabey
and baby girl. 1280 Chfty
Rd., Paris, Tenn Miss
Dena Colson 816 South
Fourth St.; Mrs. Fulala
1.. McCarty, 1010 Doran
Rd., James Hardernan
Nix. 1108 South 16th St.;
Mrs. Agnes H. Little, 902
Memorial Dr., Parts,
Term.; Mrs. Mabel A. FAwards, Rt. I, Hazel; Edward 0. Clark, 205 ComLIONS SPF-(tKER - Dr. Martha Erwin, left,
.,
ton,
South Fulton, Tenn..
chairman of the Department of Nursing, Murray
Mrs. Beulah M: Cam, ftt
State University;spoke about "The t'ublic Linage of
1, Alm°.
Nursing" at recent meeting of Murray Lkins Club
Mrs
Z.
Christine
at Murray Woman's Club House. She was introducBeaver, 503 Broad St
ed by Richard Jones, club member. The Lions will
Mrs Lula H. Alexander.
have their Ladles Valentine Night on Tueedal, Feb.
Puryear. Tenn.; Keine
I, at 6:30 p.m. at cafeteria of Murray High School.
Peeler, Rt. I. Dexter;
William Toscoe
McGehee, 408's North
First St . Joe B Smith,
Murray, Milford I.
Mathes, Hazel, Clarence
fiuncan, Rt. 6; Mrs. Effie
Mae Futrell, Long Term
('are Unit, MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.

By DAVID MAXFIELD
•
Smithsonian
NellriService
It's a crazy thing about
quilts. They're warm and yet they're "hot."
They're perfectly at
home in bed - or showing
off on the wall.
From the Blue Ridge
Mountain to, yes, the
Hawaiian Islands. where
hand-stitched quilts sport
a tropical look of floral
design and color, interest
In - and affection for the American quilt is as
boundless as the variety
of kaleidoscopic patterns
that now dazzle countless
aficionados and quilters
alike.
The American quilt.
moreover, has become
the Cinderella of the art
world, rising in the past
few years from its humble patchwork roots tc
places of prestige in pro
minent 311116e11131.1 and an
galleries
What was once considered a functional
homespun craft is now
often looked upon as.
something more, the
fabric equivalent of fine
paintings.
"A number of modern
artists are choosing
quiltmaking as a medium
of expression," Doris
Bowman, specialist for
the Smithsonian's 300piece quilt collection.
says "It's amazing hots
many beautiful quilts are
being made"
There's ASO international attention to quilts
made in the U'S.A "You
can go to London, Paris,
Tokyo, Milan
all have
shops selling American
quilts," Robert Bishop,
director of the Museum of
American Folk Art in
New York City, reports
"They're used in contemporary living as art; they
rarely get to bed
At borne. the Amer-war
craving for both antiqw
and contemporary quilts.
the latter based on traditional patterns or stunning, innovative designs,
has created a crowded

Census at Murray.
Calloway County
Hospital for Thursday.
Jan. 27, was. 160 adults
and six in nursery.
A newborn admission
was Betty Cole and baby
boy. Rt 2, Benton
DiSini88818 were 83
follows
Mrs Beverly Fridy and
baby girl, lit 4, Mrs
Vickie Hamilton. Box
874; Bradley.Jones fit 3.
Mrs Kay Swift, 735
Riley. Miss Lois Ashley
Douglas, Fit 3, Micah
Smith, Hardin.
Daniel Koteskey, Kt 8,
Benton. Mrs Maxine
Beak. Fit 2 Mrs Judy
G Wallace. Ftt 3. Mrs
Shirley Townle) Rt 2,
Bucharuin, Tenn., Adam
I. Herndon, Ilt 2, Hazel.
MISA Ernesha Boyd. 538
F: Washington. Parts,
Tenn
Miss Tabitha Jones, Itt
2, Benton. Mrs Jo C

Williams, 1512 Canterbury; Bobby Blagg, Rt. 3,
Benton; Mrs. Marie
Briggs, Box 746, Paris,
Tenn.; Paul Roach, CS
Maple, Mayfield. Mrs.
Elsie Mae Graham, Fern
Terrace Lodge.
Mrs Ruby Neale, 302
South 15th St.; Mrs. Edith
Shuman, Rt. 5; Miss Annie Willis, Fern Terrace
Lodge; Elvin Pickard,
Rt. I, Benton; Corbit
Farless, /311 Vine St.;
Joe Bruce Wilson, Rt. 2,
Hazel,
Mrs Helen Clark, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Mrs
Jessie Phillips. Rt. 4:
Willis Fulton, ftt 7, Mrs.
Freda Butterworth, 706
Olive St., Mrs Ardee
Riley, 409 Cherry; Allen
Wells expired ) Rt 3
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An American quilt design
calendar of fairs, craft exhibition of contemshows, gallery exhibi- porary quilts, requiring
tions and workshops that entries be "original,
not a copy of traditional
across the nation
A quilting seminar of- designs." though
fered last spnng by the "original interpretaSmithsonian's institution tions" of old patterns are
was deluged by hundreds acceptable.
"Contemporary work
of applications. according to Nancy Starr. has just taken off," NaManager of the Smithso- tional organizer Pam
nian's Selected Studies Parker reports. Last
Program Reservations year. entrants came from
to tour the quilt collection 36 states and five foreign
at the Smithsonian's Na- nations, and, while most
tional Museum of of the. participants are
American History are relatively young, the
running up to three mon- older generation also is
taking up the new apths in advance
Quilt sales in country proaches. "I've been
shops, city boutiques and quilting for 60 yearinone
auction houses, sup- woman told Parker, "but
plemented by sales of this is the first time I've
publications and quilting ever been treated like an
supplies, ring up a artist "
Not all quilt enthusiasts
reported 850 million to
8109 million annual are turned on by the same
business.
things by any means, a
.At-Made in America on factor that accounts for
Manhattan's posh. .quilting's large, diverse
Madison Avenue, pieced. following. "People look at
solid and applique quilts quilts in two ways,"
dating back to 1845 sell Bishop says.
There' are those who
bnskly at prices starting
at $300 and climbing to are interested in the
$4,000 Owner Margie graphic design of the
Dyer cites equal interest material and relate to art
among men and wortien, world images, particlarly
and about 83' many modern geomeiric
customers buy quilts for abstractions, minimal. op
decorative purposes as and even pop, all of
for cozy comfort
which, ironically, the
In Athens, Ohio, Quilt Amish quilters of PennNational '83 is set for sylvania anticipated a
June 5-July 5 The Na- century earlier in their
tional, organized by the boldly dramatic designs.
Nary Barn Southeastern
Asecond group. usuidly
Ohio Cultural Arts older women,likes to look
Center, Inc., is a juned at quilts from the
HUN At? SP1C1At
l
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perspective of craftsmanship. 'They are C011Cerned with !such things as the
number of stitches per
square inch." Bishop explains. "There's not
much crossover between
these groups."
What is going on here'
Why quilts' Apparently,
it was a New York
museum exhibition, the
Whitney's 1971 show of
quilts, that triggered the
quilt - mania. The show
focused on the visual look
of pieced quilt& recognizing the patterns as part of
the . American design
tradition. -The art world
realized that quilts were
art." Dyer says.
Tradition and today's
interest in handmade
items seem to be other
major factors. Quilts are
tangible, useful and handsome links to both past
and future generations.
"vgt Americans are
now taking pride in our
own art forms," suggests
Polly Brooks, a partner in
Appalachian Spring, a
shop in Washington, D.C.
Brooks recalls that, when
her store opened its doors
in 1968, "you couldn't
have sold a quilt to a man
tior his office for
anything." Now, she
Says, they are being snapped up by doctors,
lawyers and architects as
office art. "They do give
warmth and textureto a
room,"she Says.
Appalachian 'Spring,
like other stores, sells
traditional quilts made
by rural women from
. around . -the nation. ''We
find that these ladies
create fine quilts as long
as they are left to
themselves," Brooks
says. "There's no joy for
them when we dictate,
and we had to stop that.
When I open a shipment. I
don't 'know what is. coming out."
But the quilts that are
part of the old rural
lifestyle are fast disappearing, along with that
way of living. "The quilt
is going to evolve into
something different."
Brooks is convinced.
In some ways, they
already have. Quilts have
been, and still are, just
simple- "fabric sandwiches" composed of a
top layer, an inner filling
and a bottom layer, all
quilted or stitched
together to keep the filling from shifting. But
contemporary quilts
resemble older patterns
about-as much as cars of
the 1980s look like carriages. .
Pattern names, often
as colorful as the quilts
themselves, reveal the
changes. Pine Tree, Old
Maid's Ramble, Pickle
Dish and Hearts and Gizzards belong to an earlier
age, while Litho Quilt,
Rythmetron and No. I resound of today. The
modern designs, the
Smithsonian's Nancy
Starr says, are "gaspingly beautiful" in their
paradoxical use of "painful color combinations."
'Though there still is
strong interest in traditional quilting, modern

technology has caught up
with the form," says
Uoyd Herman. director
of the Smithsonian's Renwick G,dlery. a national
showcase for design,
crafts and decorative
arts. Artists have turned
to such non-traditional
quilting materials as
plastic, beads, laminated
mylar, paper and, at
least one case, gum wrappers! Rubber stamps,
photo copy Machines and
silk-screens all are being used now for printing
both traditional and
newer quilt materials
But one -quilt" made of
stained glass was rejected last yeaehy Quilt
National_ "We didn't
want to handle it." Pam
Parker laughs
Like so many other
aspects of American life,
American quilts are subjects of controversy.
Debate simmers over
whether there have been
and are strong regional
differences in the quilt
world and whether
earlier Americans realized that. their handiwork
had artistic value.
One viewpoint, held by
Margie Dyer and others,
suggests that, for all
practical purposes. there
was little difference in
quilts made in one part of
the country and another.
After all, Dyer says, as
settlers movedacross the
country in the .19th century, quilt patterns
traveled with them,
creating the fabric version of the old melting pot
idea. .Amish "quilts clo
kink different," she concedes, "but an., applique
quilt made in upper New
York state looks similar
to those created in
southern Illinois. Pine
Tree patterns are similar
in Maine', New York and .
the West."
Polly Brooks feels that
geographical variances
were once quite distinct,
but that was long before
the age of jet travel and
push-button phoning.
Very . elaborate, fancy
quilts were made in . Colonial times along the
southern - Atlantic Coast,
she explains, because
women there had aCcess
to imported fabrics. arriving at seacoast ports. In
Ohio and other interior
areas, the settlers had to
make do with scraps, and
their quills were more
haphazard.
Were earlier generations aware that they
were turning out
something of artistic
value One school holds
that theirs was a naive
approach, hasically
utilitarian. But the noted
quilt authority Jonathan
Holten feels the early
craftswomen knew exactly what they were
creating: -Always it was
planned and, with rare
exceptions, planned completely." And Bishop
thinks these women did
view their quilts as works
of art. "These often were
the only beautiful things
in 11 house. It was grim
and dingy, dark and cold.
Quilts were a spot of
beauty."
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here's the answer
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. -- I am new to wood-

working and only recent- tools What has started to
ly have learned how to intrigue me is the wood
use a couple of power operations in which

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

grooves are put into thy
surfaces of large pieces
of wood. How are these
done and can a beginner
learn how to make them'
There are seser.11
A
power tooLs which enable
such grooves to be made,
but the one that does an
▪ excellent sib for a novi, tis the electric router 'fly
follbwing the instructions
that come with the

machine, you can do a
creditable job of using the
router in a short time -.1
router is a fairly
specialized tool, so if y ou
plan to do routing only tit .
casionally, it may be y .iu
should consider doing it
with one of the other electric tooLs If you expect to
do it often, then a router
is your best bet The type
of work you do with a
router, mast of it called
either routing or shaping.
is determined by the kind
of bit you use in the
machine

HA1193G
THIS RANCH DESIGN ELIMINATES needless decoration. thus providing an exterior with a clean-lined look. Inside, a central hallway takes traffic from the entry to almost
any area of the house. There is a fireplace in the family-living
room. Plan 11A1193G has 1.607 square feet. For more information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope
- to architect Carl E. Gaiser, 25600 Telegraph Rd.,
Southfield, Mich. 48034.

Gutter, downspout
maintenance urged
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
,There are few more important mainitenance
•chores around the house
than the inspection and
care of the gutters and
downspouts that surround the place in which
you live.
Forget to observe their
performance and make
quick repairs and you are
building up problems that
sooner or later will cost
money. When gutters and
downspouts fail to
operate properly, it can
mean such things as leaking . walls, dripping ceiling,damaged shingles, a
damp foundation, a flooded basement, washedaway soil and unsanitary
stagnant water.
In. short, the gutters
and downspouts constitute the drainage
system of your house's
roof. That system should
be inspected periodically,
but .most importantly,
when it is raining.
During a rainstorm,
put on the proper protective gear and go outside
to see what is happening.
Is water flowing over the
sides of the gutter? Is it
leaking from
underneath? Is the water
coming out of the
downspouts flowing away
quickly' Do any of the
gutters and downspouts
appear to be loose from
the house?
Knowing the answers to
these questions and,
when you find trouble, doing something about it,
can prevent economic
headaches later on.
W hen a gutter
overflows, it usually is

because leaves and other
debris have accumulated
in the water channel.
Either have the cleaning
done by a professional,
especially if heights are
involved, or clean it
yourself, as can be done
with a one-story house.
Be sure th6. unwanted
material is taken out of
'the gutter and not Just
pushed into the
downspouts, where it
may get stuck and eause
further trouble.
When the problem in
the first place is a clogged downspout, poke out
the debris with a long
pole or, better yet, drop
something like a heavy
chain down the opening
while you jiggle it with a
• rope attached to the
chain.
Mods, pomade solution into drop the end eta
garden hose into the
-downspout until it slips
tailing. this torn on the
water he farce. Be very
eerfelin defog this. since
• WWI blockage can
-WWII* water to pile up
use cense out the top

again.
Water exiting from a

downspout and not moving away from the house
instantly is a potential
troublemaker. It settles
next to the structure and.
in time, causes leaks in
basement walls and
assorted other ailments
in houses without
basements:
In most cases, the
easiest way to get it moving in the right direction
is to place a splash block a
under the bottom of the
downspout to start the
movement. In severe
cases, you might have to
attach the end of the
downspout to an
underground pipe that
carries the water away,
sometimes to a dry well.
A dry well should be at
least 15 feet away from
the house, preferably
more. The underground
pipes must be slanted
slightly to allow the water
to flow khrough them and
into the well to which they

are connected.
A dry well usually is a
large opening in the
ground into which
something like an oil
drum, with the bottom
removed, is placed. When
the drum is filled with
large stones, allowing
spaces between them, the
water flows to the bottom
and into the ground.
Gutters must be pitChed properly to prevent
water from standing still
In one or more places. If
you have trouble, pouring
water into the gutter will
help you determine
whether it is moving as it
should. Check to see what
Is wrong with the pitch. It
should be about one inch
for every 30 feet of length

or less.
Many times a gutter is
out of whack because one
of its supports is loose or
missing. The attachment
of the gutter to the house
Is with brackets, spikes
or something similar. A
check will determine
whether a loose support
can be reattached or
whether one is missing
and needs replacing.
There are patching kits
available should •gutter
be leaking through a hole
or slit in the metal. Or
you can spread asphalt
cement over the opening,
press aluminum foil into
the cement and cover it
with another layer of cement. •
Do not think the right
way to fix the leak is
ten
e n in concrete
somewhere. Don't he,
afraid to improvise. 7bis
is especially true if yur
gutters are made el
wood, since how they are
attached to the house
depenchi on the skill of the
person who made the inatallation.

In a house we
bought, there is ceramic
tile on the floor, not the
tiny tines but the larger
ones you sometimes see
on the wall. We have
never liked the color arid
have been wanting to
retile but always thought
you could not apply tile
over tile I recently read
this was pesssible. but no
details were given. Is Ow

some hints'
container that it is uniform and straw!'
A
Yes. ceramic tile. suitable for ceramic tile When all the tiles are set.
can be applied to,er The same goes for the wait 24 hours Apply the
ceramic tile. but the old grout The adhesive is ap- grout with a squeegee.
surface must be sound Wiest to the old tile with a spreading At
and well-bontled If it is. notched trowel, holding it across the joints Wash
clean the floor te ith a at a 45--degree anRie the ext-ess grout from the
strong detergent or com- Spread (inly a little at a face of the tile with a wet
mercial tile cleaner It time If y ou apply the sponge To ii take. sure the
then 111UNt LW Sanded to adhesive to a large area. tiles are flat and firmly
give better bond for the. part (if it will dry before embedded in the
new tilt. After sanding
you are able to set the tile adhesive.. slide a flat
rinse with (•lear water UI place When setting the board across the surface
rtin d allow it, (I ry tile, use a slight twisting while tapping it with a
thoroughly Re sure s
motion and press firmly hammer liry tile ..01 be
Use' an :oiliest% e %hit+ into place Align the. tiles polishell VI 1th .1 t kart
SilS 011 the label if the NO that all illnitN are Cloth You prithatily it ill
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Turpin's 42 points
can't stop music
of Biq Oran e band

Local boxers haul home tourney awards
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Uttar
Three championship titles and seven trophies
went home with the Murray Police Boxing Club
after the team's participation in the Jackson.
Tenn Coca Cola Invitational last week.
Among the individual boxer awards were two
outstanding sportsman trophies awarded to Jay
Thomas and Ron Stevenson. Also, Rick Latimer
and David Rogers were named Co-Coaches of the
Year for their work with the Murray club
"There were only four sportsmanship trophies
handed out at the tournament," Rogers pointed out,
-and for our team to win two of them is really a big
thing for us We were the smallest team out of all
'eight of the teams in the tournament so that
makes it even more of an honor
-Sometimes people get the wrong impression
about our boxing club
they think all we do down
here is get new people to join so we can beat them
up Silt we don't do that We not only teach boxing,
we teach sportsmanship too
Thomas, who won the runnerup trophy in his
weight division, was honored as the junior division
outstanding sportsman and Stevenson. a runnerup
in tHt featherweight division, was named the novice
division outstanding sportsman
Stevenson fought for the featherweight title Friday night, losing to fellow MPBC teammate Rod
Jones Thomas battled for his championship Saturday night losing a Hose detilhon to Kenneth Bond of
Jackson Boxing Club ,
According to Latimer, Thomas wasn't the aggressor in the first round but he started coming
alive in the second "We I atimer and Rogers
gave hirria good talking-to between the second and
third rounds and he cane out smoking in the third
round,' 1.at oiler said
Thomas pushed the fight in the final round, throwing steady combinations to the body and head but he
was too far down in points to make a successful
comeback
' Also fight-ing. but losing Saturday night in a
championship bout. was Shawn Simmons who was
the C‘m a Cola Invitational's 1.:22-pound champion
last )ear
This sear Simmons fought Kevin Huck in the 139pound division
Simrrions lost the decision. but as a bit of console-bow Buck was named the tournament's outstanding boxer Simmons made the mistake of gunning
for a knockout in the early' rounds and his frustration was turned against him by Huck's patience and
experience
'Shawn tried to pui him away He was stalking
turn for the knockout but it didn't work.' latimer
said
• He still fought a good fight, but it wasn't as
_
good as he has been doing in the past when he (
centra led on boxing and not knockouts."
'Simmons. 22, will iomnpetr in- the ;olden (;loves
this spring Trine 132 pound division

The three MPS(' members who- earned title
jackets in Jackson Thursday-Saturday included
Jones 'featherweight'. Eddie Patterson
welterweight and Al ('olley. who was unopposed
in the heavyweight division
The tournament was designed for beginning boxers and novice fighters with no major tournament
victones
February 19 the Murray boxers travel to Cov-

ington. Tenn.. for • Fight Night against several
teams which will be named later. The team will also
be preparing for the June 15 Junior Olympic boxing
matches for boys 15 and under.
Local youth interested in learning boxing drills or
competing with the Murray club should attend a
Monday or Thursday night practice (6-8 p.m.I at
the old Tappan Building near the railroad tracks on
Main Street

KNOXVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — A five-man Tenneseee squad played- a
one-man band from Kentucky named Melvin 1wpin, and the Volunteers'
6543 victory was music to
Coach Don DeVoe.
"Right now, I'm really
happy for our team," said
DeVoe, who is now 7-3
against Kentucky during
his five years at the helni.
Kentucky's loss Monday
night was its fifth consecutive defeat at Stokely
Athletics Center.
Turpin, a 6-foot-11
center, mended in a
career-high 42 points —
double the combined
scoring of his teammates
- and pulled down 12 rebounds in a remarkable
performance that had
both coaches singing his
praises.
"Turpin ranks with the
best of them," DeVoe
said. "He plays an aggressive game and got

only one foul called on
him."
Kentucky Coach Joe B.
Hall put it more simply:
"Turpin was super. I don't think he's ever
played better."
Turpin's 18 field goals
in only 72 attemptsi tied
a Stokely record set in
1962 by Mississippi's Donnie Kessinger.
"I kept wondering
when he was going to
miss," said Tennessee
forward Willie Burton.
-I know we made him
look like an All-American
tonight, but he's the
Rodney Dangerfield of
centers," added guard
Michael Brooks. "He
doesn't get much pub-licity, and I don't know why,
because he's great."
But Turptn was not
enough.
Tennessee's Dale Ellis
scored 22 points, including four free thro s
(Continued on Pg.9)

Local sports briefs

TOURNAMENT BOXERS — Members of the Murray Police Boxing Club participated in the recent Coca
Cola Invitational in Jackson, Tenn., and both boxers and coaches returned with several awards. The boxers
attending the tournament and their awards are (kneeling len) Beng Bogard;(kneeling right) Jay Thomas,
outstanding junior sportsmanship and division runnerup; (standing,from left) Buddy Workman, 113-pound
runnerup • Rod Jones,featherweight champion; Eddie Patterson, welterweight champion; Ron Stevenson,
featherweight numerup and novice outstanding sportansesi; Shawn &minima, 139-pound runnerup; (top)
Rick latisfier and David Rogers,' Coaches of the Year; ( not pictured ) Don Wright' and Al Colley,
heavyweight champion

Murray High, Calloway girls foil on hard times Monday
Both Morro High and Chnstian County., now 12c‘plained Murr a%
chrishan I ount
Monica Greene
Center
I allow
Count) varsit
3, push:tient('
We girls were
61-50
IJII h Jun Harrell
big .quo k and 19 points (ruin Donna
girls basketball teams ex
I'alloway's 1.a d
rd them prett e%eti aml plaed four gcx-xl Rousse, but the Lady Colperieni '1'1 I long • nights
Lake rs acre pted a until the third quarter quarters against us," onels responded with
!4•14•nila. as both were similar fate against when they shot 20 time-, to Harrell said. -and when three girls in • double
defeated handily' on the • powerful Hickman Coun- our eight We %ere Urn) the:c leaped, they really figures and out-shot the
oad
ty , falling A-39.
li()%11. 29-2; at halftime " ,leaped
Lady Tigers, 54 to 51 perMurray's Lady Tigers
"We had one bad
At the end of the third
\Iurras got 21 points. 13 cent.
r an into a brick .wall
quarter and that killed period MILS trailed 4;-:ts
rebounds from senior
The loss halted a fourgame winning streak for
the .Lady Tigers 1113-61
who now face another
road trip to Hickman
('minty Thursday night.
Calloway coach John
in- said if Hickman plays

DENNISON HUNT'S

Warm Up
Sale

Thursday like they did
against his Lady takers
Monday. Murray had better watch out.
'They're big and quick
and I think they intimidated us with their
size," Orr said. "We
didn't play much in the
way of defense, but offensively we didn't shoot too
bad — 40 percent. We just
didn't shoot that much."
Orr said he looks for
Hickman to be a con(Continued on Pg.9)

TENNIS
-- Murray- -statei -Men's
tennis team will host
Mississippi State and
Austin Peay in a 12-hour
competition, Friday at
the indoor facilities at
Kenlake..
The tri-match will
begin at noon and last until midnight, according to
the facility director Del
Purcell.
The three-team format
will be repeated Friday.
Feb.11, when the Racers
host two undisclosed
teams, also at Kenlake.
• •.
BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT
-Calloway County Middle School will host the
annual district basketball
tournament, Feb. 14-19.
The first round, Mond a y , will feature
Mayfield and Murray
middle schools with the
girls playing at 6 p.m.
and the boys at 7: 15.
Tuesday, Feb.12, North
Marshall and South Marshall square off with the
girls at 6, the boys at 7:15.
Skipping Wednesday,
Feb. 13, the tourney
resumes Thursday with
host CCMS playing .the
winners of Monday's
games between Mayfield
and Murray. Friday Benton plays the winners of
Tuesday's North-South
Marshall clashes.
The championship

games will be Saturday,
reb.-1/:st-6--and7:13.
•

•

•

RACF.kR CLUB
Murray State's Racer
Club will hold a basketball luncheon meeting
Wednesday at noon at the
Golden Corral Steak
House in Murray. The
public is invited to the
meeting which will be
highlighted by a brief talk
and question-answer session by Racer coach Ron
Greene.
Greene's Racers have a
15-2 record this season
and lead the Ohio Valley
Conference race with a
perfect 7-0 mark. Friday
and Saturday Murray
State will be on the road
visiting Youngstown and
Akron, both OVC schools
in Ohio.
•

•

•

WRESTLING
Professional wrestling
will arrive in Murray,
Feb.17, when Murray
State's Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity sponsors bouts
at the West Kentucky Exposition and Livestock
Center.
The competition will
begin at8 p.m. with ticket
prices set at $6 reserved
ringside and $5 general
admission.
Reserve tickets go on
sale Saturday at
Dennison-Hunt Sporting
Goods in Murray.

1
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NEW LOW PRICES ON
to+ve ALL COLOR COMPUTERS!
16K Standard BASIC
TRS-80 Color Computer
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Cirt No
26 3004

was 1-399.95 In Cat. RSC-8

• Great Games
Useful Programs—All on Our
Instant-Loading Program Pak Cartridges
•Educational—Helps With Math and Reading
•Learn BASIC Programming in Color
•Easy to Expand • Attaches to Any TV

MEN'S, WOMEN'S ft CHILDREN'S-4

'100 Off Extended BASIC Models
For High-Resolution Graphics

Largest selection in this area.
Choose from Brand names such as...
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•Create Graphics
nali With
One-Line
•Ideal for Graphs
Charts, Engineering
tax
Drawings, Animation
as 3002)
•
Up to 256 x 192
Was $49995 in Cat FtS-C-I
Resolution
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Runner alleges over $50,000 offered

Salazar accuses track officials of bribery
ByBEIII_BOBENISAL.
AP Sports Writer
NEW - YORK (AP)
Alberto Salazar, upset
with what he considers
the hypocritical policies
of The Athletics Congress. has charged officials of the national
governing body of track
and field of offering him a
bribe of$50,000 to $60.000.
Salazar, whose time of
2 houri 8 minutes 13
seconds is the fastest in
marathon history. said
Monday they were willing to pa" him that
4.0 amount of money for
competing in the inaugural I.os Angeles
Marathon on May 14. He
said he.rejected the offer.
For track and field
athletes to -accept money
outnght is considered illegal under regulations of
the International
Amateur Athletic
Federation, the world
governing body of the
sport. TAC is • member
of that group.
Under-the-table

pay menLs__, have_ been The_ezisbantrace. which .bribe slier were 4.3snas
prevalent In track and Salazar said was offering and etecutave Director
field for many years, and $90.000 In - prize Money, 011an Cassell. The offer,
have become acceptable with $30,000 to the winner, he said, was made
American athletes also has acquired a big televi- through his coach. Bill
have been permitted to Jinn- contract. No TV is Dellinger.
aecept pnze money. pro- planned for the Boston
Chriss and Cassell
vided it is put into a trust race, which is to be the denied the charge
fund for "training Our- qualifier for the United
,;'Ibis is not true."
poses" or for use when States team that will
the athlete retires_
-compete in the inaugural Cassell said. - No
Salazar said he voiced World Championships members of the TAC staff
his charges after receiv- Aug. 7-14 at Helsinki. have ever made such a
proposal, either to Mr
ing a copy of a four-page .Finland.
Salazar
nor any of has
letter sent last month
Salazar also was angry
from Alvin Chriss, ad- about a recent TAC direc- coaches or represenministrator of TAC's tive reaffirming IAAF's tatives
trust fund operation. to position that prohibits
It appears that AlberJoe Henderson, editor of sports agents from to is having a tantrum
a West Coast running negotiating for an
magazine. Salazar said athlete's entry into comthe crux of the letter said petition.
that he was more inSalazar had asked TAC
terested in running in a for a bye from the qualilucrative "match race" fying for the', World
.. ATLANTA API The
against Australian Championships, but it Atlanta Braves and
Robert de Castella, was rejected .by the center fielder Dale Mur.whose 2:98:18 clocking is organization's Long phy have agreed on a conthe second-fastest ever, Distance Running Com- tralti that reportedly is
in Brisbane, Australia in- mittee at its convention in worth $11 million over five
stead of the Boston Phtladelphia in years.
Marathon.
December
The Atlanta Journal
He claimed_ that TAC reported Monday that
Both races are scheduled for Monday, April 18. officials involved in the Murphy. National League
_

becatme he can't _bend the
rules to suit himself—
Cassell said
Chriss was quoted as
terming Salazar's charcr
an incorrect assertioei
It "doesn't even h.o.,
.the kernel of truth in it.'
he added
Salazar saul $40,000
would be for conlucturg a
clinic the day before the
race
a means he said
Chr‘ss had suggested as a
of circumventing the
rules for accepting Ku,
money The rest %,,uld
for running and go into
his trust fund. he said •

Shack

Your discount • arts su • ermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck • rts...save 10-5•°
College Basketball

High School Basketball

Braves offer Murphy riches

Big Orange band ...
(Continued from Pg. 8i
niefield's final-second rick Hot..
in ..the-- final 'minute. to basket only served to
Tennessee outscored
lead a balanced attack reduce the final margin.
the Wildcats 13-2 in the
that included -100 percent
Both teams are now 13- first seven minutes of the
free-throw shooting, 9for 5 overall and 5-4 in the first half with Ellis con9, in the second half.
- Southeastern ebnference, tributing nine. But Turpin
Kentucky was down.by lock.ed in a five-way tie scored 19 points and
seven points at the start for third a genie hack of' -tallied 11 first-half reof the final minute, but co-leaders Georgia and bounds to bring Kentucky
with 12 seconds to go, a Mississippi..
within five points, three
Turpin layup brought the . Brooks hit eight of 11 times_ before intermisWildcats within 63-61
shots, mostly from the sion. Tennessee led 32-25
Tennessee then brought outside, in scoring 18 at the half.
the ball into play, but points for Tennessee.
"We just got too far
Ellis eras fouled with. Junior Dan Federmann behind in the early part of
seven seconds to go and finished with 13 points.
the game." Hall said.
sank both ends of. a oneAfter Turpin. the best "Everything Tennessee
and-one bonus for:a 65-61 Kentucky could muster put up went in in the first
advantage Dirk Miq- was five points from Der-. five minutes, and it was

Most Valuable Pla%er m
1982. will receive II 1
million this coming
season. and -the contract
will escalate until 148-;
When it will be worth SY
iiiillion
_
The contract would Isthe richest ever offered
by the Braves, and 'me tat
the top•deals iii baseball
historY.
.
'The contract would tie
the. 26-year-old slugger bi
just too hard to overcome. the Braves through thithat big a deficit that ear- '87 season
-ly "
Ellis said he thought
the Wildcats were spooked at the start of the
CHECK OUT THE
game

1 2th

Sens&

FEATURES.
CHECK OUT THE PRICE. .

"I could see they were
tense when the officiaLs
asked who was,the team
spokesman I knew then
we had the edge The only
one who played without a
little fear was .Turpin."
Ellis said
If we lost, it would
have/ been all downhill,
from here." he said.'
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Thor out of the four
local middle school
basketball teams won
against district competition Monday night and
the: only loss was a tight
27;21 decision going
against Murray Middle
School's girls in their
home game against Benton.
The Lady Tigers tied
Benton 9,9 at halftime but
the visitors slowly pulled
away-in The second half.
MMS was led by Kelly
Ridley's seven points and
six from Julie Bazzell.
The-Tigers were more
fortunate against the
Benton boys gaining a 3331 revenge after Benton
won by one in the teams'
first meeting this season.
Mark West was high
scorer for MMS, but
coach Rick Fisher said
the defensive hustle
made the difference for
the Tigers. Murray shot
one more field goal and
committed one less turnover than the Benton,
visitors.
The Murray teams play
South Marshall tonight in
a makeup game .beginning with the girls game at

411)a rnell contributed 10
6 p.m.
Calloway's girls main- points. 8 rebounds to the
tained their perfect 8-0 victory. Also. Marsha
streak with a 41-25 slide Grimes enjoyed her best
past North Marshall at game Of the season with
eight points, eight reCCMS.
Christi Anderson- hit 8 bounds.
Coach Birch Kinsolving
of 10 from the floor for 19
points, plus she hauled in was pleased with his.
15 rebounds and had Lakers' play as the CCMS
three blocked shots.- boys whipped North MarTeammate Christi shall, 34-27.

A balanued attack was
the CCMS key as Chad
Stubblefield, Tony Henke.
Jeff Orr. Greg Futrell
and Alan Cothran. added
7, 7, 6, 5 and 5 points.
respectively_ Orr also
had five steals and Burke
10 rebounds,
Thursday' the ('('MS
teams host Hickman Mid
die School at 6 p 10
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Hard times...
(Continued from Pg.11)
tender in the district,
especially if Lisa Faint is
a factor
Faint led the Hickman
girls Monday with a 31point outburst. Calloway
could only counter with a
pair of 10-point games
from Beth Hooks and
Sherri Gallimore.
The Lady Lakers dropped to 74 overall with
another road trip Thursday at Livingston Central.
They beat us last time
by one point and we're
hoping we can find an extra basket somewhere
when we play them
Thursday night.- Orr
said.

South aid. Cantor

1980 Chevy 20 Series
Window Van
•

oi•

Middle schools win 3of 4 in district
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Harvard officials happy with increase
CAMBRIDGE. Mass
) AP ) — The cost of tinLion. room and board at
Harvard College will tut
813,150 next school year,
but officials say they are
happy the increase was
only 81,000.
The total rose 8 7 percent, up from 812.100
"After three years of
double-digit increases, I
am pleased to be able to
announce that the in-

creases for 1983-84 will be
less than 9 percent." said
Henry Rosovsky. dean of
the faculty of arts and
sciences
Increases the past
three years have been
14 8 percent, 14 9 percent
and 12 7 percent, the college said Monday
Financial aid available
to needy students will be
9 9 percent greater than
last fall said I. Fred

Jewett. dean of admissions and financial aid.
Jewett said Harvard
will continue its, "aidblind policy" of admission, accepting students
for entry without
reference to their financial need.
Harvard has an
undergraduate student
body of about 7,000. The
school was founded in
1636

By Abigail Van Buren

Broken Wife Considers
Breaking With Husband
DF:AR ABBY Mv husband is a gurral proyider and a
wonderful person but when he loseo his temper - watch
4 WV lie•N big and powerful and when he's angry he hit.
first and apologires later TV6 If 0. 14151 year I had to go to
the emergency room at the hospital to have a broken int%
sel and get some slits hew in my head
A few months ago I adopted a stray cat My husband
never liked her'ber atom- she .slways hissed at him boa
week I -found her dead The yet • said she had a broken
neck I thank my huishand killed her
We haye no 1 hildren I re. end% had is. stop taking the
pill What if i.get opignanr I'm ssfraud my husband might
harm the rhild Um :4711.0 to refuse his advancesThy Mrniater
pray and have faith " My
me ta
therapmr tell.. me in • make
anion The Iiible says is
woman is •uppovell Op olw% her husband MY parents'
lull me It. 1/Me.
— t h.11 life- .s
short to live in
fear My ner% es tell me I'm h.-..ling for 41 nervous break
down What vhould I do'
FRIGHTENED

Council member won't seek another term
1.EXI-NGTos. Ky.
AP) Anne Gabbard. a
three-term member of
the Urban County Council. said Monday she will
nd seek re-election from
the Fourth District in the
May primary
:"Since my husband will
be taking a sabbatical

from the University of
Kentucky. I have decided
to take a leave from
potitics.•' Mrs Gabbard
said.
However, she, said she
would continue to work as
Fayette County cochairman of Louisville
Mayor Harvey Sloane's

gubernatorial campaign
Her husband. Dr /letcher Gabbard, is chairman of the UK astronom.s
and physics department
and will be conducting
research at the Oak
Ridge hat i on al'
laboratory in Tennessee

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

DEAR. FRICHTENliD: Not to diminish the power
of "faith and prayer" or the words of the Bible. but
since you Mak ed for my advice. I nay, listen to your
parent• and follow the ad% ice of your therapist. If
your husband is not in therapy, he desperately needs
I.. be. He's not only sick, he's dangerour. And if you
crmtinus• to live with him, you are sicker than he is.
I
ABBY Is IT irrnper
We an ...bd.
sin adult' I A.1.. re...nth mar-rt.-4 ,inci diii nit v. ant an'.
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DEAR ItURNINC: Mr, Jones should have askedpermission to bring hur 1:1• cur-old "sow instead of
her husband.
.
Although it's improper tip a r ite -Not
.
ferahle- on an ins itation. one. day it may not sink
acceptabls• hut rout in..

Jump

4rs Soak
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r)anoSn Ijaid'.1.3
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4 I 'dot "Al
*
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" DEAR 01.1): You and your fiancee and that i•
what skis is if steels wearing your ring' are not on
the same wavelength. If you can't communicate
with her now, shake hands and w•ye goodbye before you invest any' more time or money in this
relationship.
DEAR ABBY Our father died suddenly three months
ago We will be forever grateful to his second wife. "Mary for makinti his last 12 years so happy
had and our mother had been happily :married for 40
years When Mother died 14 years ago. Dad bought a
double plot and expressed the wish to be laid to resit beside
Mother
• When Dad diest Mary handled all the funeral arrange
menus She hurriedly bought another double plot for Dad
and herself. ignorini his wishes to be buried with his first
wife
We the children, were outraged: hut said nothing at the
time of had, funeral because we didn't want to caOse an
ugly scene Al..,. Mary had been a devoted companion to
Dad, and her obvious grief was sincere
Should we confront Mary and have Dad's remains moved
to the plot next to Mother in the spnne Two brothers
say, "Watt until oftet Mary goes. then do it •.*
What di, you say'
Two SISTERS
DEAR SISTEMI+ I vote with your brothers.
DEAR ABM' 1-nt Nur.. other hrivpitfila haVir this pt....16m
t rrrnend..u. la%
%.41.1.11 Ii.14,4tig a Int r,1
..--iiitenttoning•thre. in your 4 nItImn
votif_itatic;s quit they _vb4kuld use the wouutei•o____
first namc when addresiving card,. Irttcr. „rod. Eit'Itagyr.
fr;
Brown- should
I-. addressed as. "Margaret Ann Brown - be.auve in Lino.
/
hospitals t
two Mr.. 14
.
..rue Brown%
Alm., soling ths• patient's room number only IP. unv.isl.
114.4.4114.1•4.

MA'

the tither
And

fri•qui.ntly movr•el from

(414 ,fn

is

• _

r,60.., I m .0it-let me suggest that no

•.M1114
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DEAR ABBY I was a tonety..frostrated wallow'after
my wife passed away Thavs
i pretty yougi widow came
along, and we seemed site
to each-other
However, the only time I can sae her is when I take her
r
aezribere to spend money on her —
dinner, the
sic Vag esample. I buoglu tickets to a mond
'dinner at a club We arrived there to separate cars After
the dinner, she sot into her car and I gat into mine: and
without even a handshake.she said good night.
This young woman is weanng my nng and says .he
I.?!!sm I "en loançd bFI mo0_
PLY itft Amitne deb(/'
Am I unreasonable. to expect a little more personal
attention? Or must I be coolant to awe her only when there
is something in It fur his"
(11.1) ENOUGH Ti) KNOW BETTER

noitnumr..

knowing tha Bud' s,. Yin
en!. /olly" IA 'Bertha Muir dud .sissie" it I •harlutte
In our hospital, you would IN' artia/ed at th.• number of
letters that AU. fili.i'ardrfl Item .114,•11• t
.1T1. Unileliverabl.•
Pity
•
'would help man patient.. • %II,. are ;tilting for
mail from home yt I'NTE
It.- used

Wi• hat,- iii. ta.IN id

or

National Guard pleased with donation of army helicopter

1)4.54.1
4' frorj
•••'

FRANKFORT, Ky
).AP)
The sleek black
Sikorsky helicopter landing on the front lawn of
the state Capitol was not
a new, purchase by Gov.
John V Brown Jr.
But Brown joked on
Monday that it may soon
become a5 famous as the
blue and white Sikorsky
helicopter sitting next to:
it
The black helicopter
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WHAT HAPPENEr TO JULY 7 •
WHERE IS THE TIME 60iN6
I CAN'T KEEP t.?

was a U/1-60 Blackhawk
that the U.S. Army is giving to the Kentucky Army
National thiard.- •
Brown officially accepted the helicopter
from Maj. Gen. Emil L.
Konopnicki during
ceremonies on the front
steps of the Capitol.
Kentucky Adjutant
General Billy Wellman
says the confidence
shown by the regular Ar-

ALL THE 'NINES I STILL
HAVE TO N..74 PLACES
TWIN65
I WANT TO
I WANT TO SEE

1

ARE YOU A _
CARNIVORE
OR A

HERBIVORE?

WHAT
DOE
THAT
MEAN?

ONE LIKES 1
MEAT AND
THE OTHER
LIKES
VEGETABLES

IN THAT
CASE -

IM AN
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••
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FASCINATION
W1T44 TWAT
TEN•415 PRQ
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GAME

OH,YEAO 2 I NEVER
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BIG TENNIS MATCNE5

I ASKED DANA IP

TNAT NOT
1415 GAME

Iper

•

ri-orr 5 THE
FIROT TIAAE SHE'9
GONG THAT.

10?..
VVL-ON'T
LAST ANY LON6ER
THAN THE Orme*,

Co., based in Frankfort.
Wellman said their
main mission will be to
train mainlinance people
and flight crews in the
event of a mobilization.
He said if called to
federal duty, the unit will
be - prepared to provide
maintenance Support to
Army aviation units.
Wellman said the
helicopters will also be
available in the event of
non-war emergencies in
Kentucky.
There are 144 peope
assigned to the Frankfort
unit. The 53-member
441st Medical Detachment, Helicopter Ambulance of Frankfort, will
also use the aircraft to
train its pilo•ts and
medical personnel.
The 1155th has been flyn g UH- 1 Huey
helicopters. Those aircraft will be transferred
to other guard units.
Army officials say the
Blackhawk will serve as
the Army's primary air
carrier through the year
2000. It is already in service with the 101st Airborne Division at Fort
Campbell.
The proSimity to the
southern Kentucky Army
base was one reason the

Frankfort guard unit got.
the helicopters.
However, the major
reason, said Rep. Larry
Hopkins, R-Ky., was the
unit's record.
"I am proud of the Kentucky National Guard
and the record you have
achieved," Hopiainsaisich-a•
"You are the first guard
in the nation to receive
the Blackhawk and that is
because of that record
and because of your safety record."
^
The Kentucky guard
has not had a helicopter
accident in 10 years,
•••._
Hopkins said.
Brown took the opportunity to take some
jabs at the Kentucky
news media cencerning
the controversy ,over the
commercial Sikorsky
helicopter he bought for
state government.
Brown warned the
many representatives of
the Army and the Guard
present that their
helicopter would soon
become as famous as his
because of the obsession
of the media with
helicopters.
Brown also joked that
he had tested the safety of
the Sikorsky for the
Defense Department.

New readings may change cities' status
u‘ni•Filz

AND 50-1E(50 WRAT''S
TI-IE
SAID YES,

my in giving the state the
helicopter shows that the .
Kentucky National Guard
will play-a nilijOr -tott —1/1the total force dedicated
to defending the freedom,
of our country." "This is a significant
milestone for the Army,"
said Konopnicki. "It
highlights our
dependence on an adequately equipped reserve
component. Today, more
than at any other time5
we depend on the Nal
tional Guard to deter any
threat to our national interest."
Konoptucki said the aircraft is the most modern
the Army owns and its
ability to move troops
and light equipment
-makes , it second to
none."
The Blackhawk is a
multi-role helicopter
capable of transportating
11 to 14 troops or 8,000
pounds of cargo. It can
also transport four litter
patients with an attendant.
The helicopter is th
first of two that will be
given to the Kentucky
guard by the Army. They
will be stationed at the
1155th Transportation
Aircraft Maintenance

FRANKFORT, Ky
1AP) — New pollution
readings should convince
the federal government
to remove at least nine of
the 10 Kentucky counties
on its list of clean-air
violators, a state official
soya.
"There is a possibility
that one area will be on
the list, Campbell County
in Newport," said Roger
B. McCann, director of
air pollution control in the
Mate Environmental Protection Department.
"We are trying to get
data to show attainment
of that area," McCann
said. "The Environmental Protection Agency has
not been notified of all the
West data."
The EPA cited 144
counties in 31 Mates for
failing to meet national
health standards for air
pollution. The Kentucky
counties were all cited for
szensive easpended particulates in the air.
Penalties codd include
tuns as construction of
new factories or factory
addition that weal den.more than IN tani a
yen of the pollutents
cited, or cutoffs elfederal
air opens or highway
hods.

But the areas have 45
days to submit evidence
on why penalties should
not be imposed, and McCann said he understood
a 45-day extension would
be granted.
Only the areas on a
final list, to be published
in late summer or early
fall, will be subject to
penalties, he said.
The EPA cited Bell
County, Boyd County, the
portion of Campbell
County in Newport, the
part of Henderson County
in Henderson. Jefferson
County, the part of
Lawrence County in
Louisa, McCracken County, the part of Perry
County in Hazard, the
part of Madison County in
Richmond, and the part
of Whitley County in Corbin.
EPA Assistant Asiministritor Kathleen
Bennett acknowledged
that new air monitoring
data might show areas
are in compliance. and
McCann said that was the
ens in Kentucky.
"AU the sources'in the
connes hove dine an umber* hob el reducing
suspended particulates."
he mid. 'The December
NW data has net yet beam

made available to the
EPA, and that in large
part helps to justify and
prove attainment
status."
McCann- said sources d
the suspended particulates included
general industries at
Newport, grain operations at Henderson, woodworking operatioas at
Corbin.and power plants.
coal mining and "fugitive
dust" from unpaved
roads in several areas.
He did not detail
specific polluters In
specific counties, saying
"they are for the meet
part in compliance."
"We anticipate that all
of these areas will be la
attainment and will not
appear in the final list."
he said.
McCann said b o
doubted .penalties want
involve highway funds it
a Kentucky county did
end up on the final list.
"When EPA starts talking aboubtighway Nundi.
they are bildsig abed
eases and carbon
Ids," he said."I dos% SSO
bow they meld put•held
on highway fends and gd
ositicl=11
• reduction
suepenloi
TTh
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s••w Tire Sale
New And Retread

42071
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Ed Jennings
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PUBLIC HEARING
A public hearing will be held foe Tuesday, Fehreary 15, 1983 at 7:30 p.m. in
City Hall for the parpose of hearing comments on property recently annexed by
the City of Morey end owned by the City
of Merrily,
The proposed zoning classification of
this area is Medway. Any person having
an interest in this hosting is encouraged
to attend and participate.
If yogi have any questions, please cell
the Planning Commission office at 7531225.
Steve Zee
at Manner

PUBLIC HEARING
A public homing will be held on Tuesday, Febreary 15, 1983 It 7:00 p.m. in
City Nall for the purpose of hearing comments on a zoning plan for newly annexed
area commonly referred to as Units 2 a
3 of Canterbury Estates and a portion of
the Henley-Hoare Development propertYThe proposed zoning classification of
this arse Is 1-2 Single Family Residential
for Units 2 & 3 of Canterbury and R-3A
vegid
-Family Residential for the HenleyN
rs Development property.
interested persons ore encouraged
to
and participate. If you have
'any 'bastions, please contact tire Morey
Manning % -COnnuissien office at 753r
1225.
,
Greg fAcKeol, Chairman
lawny riamaing Commission

Olympic Nine

Po'

•Spi-ialc

Greg Wiwi, Chairmen
'Remy Planning Commission

*mai.

Wormy, Ky.
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Steve lea
City Planner

I. Situation Wanted

a. Business Rentals

F orn
ed o•
turnrsheo Apt%
I or ;
bedr .)OrvI
,rnMer Man
•
let!' 753 6609

Used couch chair and
let,troy good condition
1150 tor set Ceti 75)
0)01
•

753-1811
1
spirstionel message te
brighten

yew day.
Children's tape 7S1-

4445.

COMING SOON
COLD
SILVER
CUSTOM
JEWELERS
Watch

for

Grand

0
,
81481.
Olympic Mesa
FOrlafr
IleiWiag

••••

Uncle

Lee's

Lost. 2 bird dogs in the
vinicitir of Fisher Price
one white English Set
ter with collar, one liver
and white pointer Re
ward offered Call 759
9616

73. Exterminating

I. Help Wanted
$259 Weekly paychecks

FOR SALE
American Festerie

'Wave S namitest Call
H1-4444 fer an la-

5. Lost and Found
-

1300 John Deere Corn
Diesel 6S0 hr s 10
0,e.
r1
Ws_ ..O@- new -pogrom. 13
It header
fS.1. 742 or
753510)'
8 Allis Ira, to, e.,,de
front end. J point nook
Up" Avery • I rat 10r 489
2104

(fully guaranteed)
working part or full
time at home Weekly
Paychecks mailed
directly to your from
Home Office every
Start im
Wednesday
mediate!!
No ex
erience necessary
National company
Do
your work right in the
:ornfort and security of
your own home Details
and application mailed
Send .your name and
Anteric anaddress to
Fidelity Company. HI(
ing Dept 7/ 1040 Lone
-Star Dr
New Braun
lets. TX 71130
A Kentucky based
company is looking for.
an ambitious compel,
live
minded
person to
serve as a sales re
presentative in the
Murray area If you 'are
unhappy in your present
Career and would like to
investigate a career
with a future
send
resume to Career. P 0
356, Mayfield, Ky 42066

Kelley's Termite
R. Pest Control
Phew 7533014

24. Miscellaneous
Heat bulbs. 250 watts
intro red. SS 59 eas.h
Wallin Hardware
Pelf
diregon cha.n saws
chains. le inch pit, h
For 16 if105 bar 799 20
inc h bar
Wlin
I '99
•
Hardware
_
SEAS 0. N E
FIREWOOD Call John
Boyer, 75.3 0334
WOOd 'for sale
or 153 3619

497 1S30

75. Business Services
HODGES TAX SERVICE
Low

prepares

in-

dividual, lowliness,
ether
cad
form

Don't go outside
Murray for training you
retinas. 1104 Pogue,
can receive in Town
Norm. 751-1425
Professional color Con
sultants are looking for imams
persons who .want a
career. in Color Anaiy
sis We train and assist 124 52, Two bedroom.
ondition
Call
extensively For details gopd
send resume to P 0 ISC a091
Box 1224. Murray Ky 17x60 Airliner, two be
420/1 or phone 753 3860
droom, two bath trailer
Full time secretarial 7535500
12a60, Three bedroom
position available Im
mediately
Must be 1' bath 75116.22
proficient in the skills of 1973 13.70 Two bed
typing, shorthand, and room.bath
un
proper use of telephone furnished
55.000
753
Previous experience 1242
preferred Send resume
70. Three bed
19/5
to P 0 Box 1040E
room. I
bath, on
GOVERNMENT JOBS
acre lot well and WW1(
Various positions lank. central heat and
available through local air
appliances in
government agencies
cluded will sell or take
$20000 to 150.000 poles
down payment and then
hal
Call (refundable)
v Ou take over the
1 (619) 569 1304, deg)!
payments
/S)-5)47 be
145 for your 1913 lore Sp m 1911719 after
directory 24 hes
Sp m Ask for ROM.*
O IL COMPAN
1976, 3 bedroom, I'
OPENING
Off sho e bath
furnished
Must
rigs, no experience sell 15 SOO
or best offer
necessary, star? imi See anvt.me /59 1731
mediately. 35.000 plus
tion.
1313 infor
per year For
no 9m
3

27. Mobile Home Sales

3. Mobile Home Rentals

•

no need to dig
deep for these buys

Shop the
best buys
in to
the

Extra nice lak70, 2
E t 17/48
bedroom. - 2 bath, rep
SALES POSITION
To terences -required
753
apply. bring thiS 414:1 and 1492 After 5p m
753
attend Informational 0117
and Certification Meet
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
ing at the Holiday Inn.
near Muriay No pots
Murray. 7 30 p m ,
• 4•9 2611Monday. February 1,
Two bedroom mobile
1913
Ask for Mrs
home.
miles south Of
Adams
town. 5175 C-4111 713042
Suedes with color ,
after 5 00
Season Of COlOrS area
leftist growing Color Two bedroorn. couples.
anaiysts. artistic make 590 per month plus
water fur
and wardrobe plan deposit
fished. _ Hwy
121
(total appeor
r--fig.
I
/ince) is seeking pro 753 SaOS or 436 7476
fissional quality con
sultan's capable of
Kerosene heaters, all
operating their 0
nave ceramic wicks.
barlii net% and recruit'
and managing other automatic tip over", cut
tultants
We train off switch. battery
assist extensively •ortato011. UL approved
For cletaili: send re 6I00 STU. 0091 9300
sums to Season of STU. 11001 and up
Colors, P.O Box 9311. 17008 STU, IN 99 30000
Wallin
Kentucky Oak Mali, STU. 179 99
Hardware, Faris
Paducah, Ky 13001

29. Heating-C.014

cord

Ledger
& Times

. Heed responsible
mother to boori'l.
s.osoll children
WIP•6000 Call 753 3390
Now tom.
,10.111111SOPPIMMITY
Set Wiersen financially
into in 13 Wilts Forever
Livia, Products Oring
ad le -The Holiday inn.
Pab, I, 1911 at 7:30. See
District manao•rs.
Carol and Ernest
rtarala-

WO

too

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE

•
for

We do any type
of cleaning.

I IN,.

..4

on

,4

474 - 8838

,
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•
it -4
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near
0^, bedroom
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51. Campers

•
112 4,,
,
ed .759 4,
10,6

.400.4 •
natOte%
rpyyl%
'
,are
,r1elier g
,4,tny
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34 Houses for Rent
Three bedroor7: , ause
neA r
.16e w.t..her
Ankt
ye.'
lutteCt
1%1
1.14*Pot., relu••• er!
"1
4961411er
Three he.lr,v),.. nrw.y
, nsulate.!
st•s.e .11,1
retr ,ster,tt,u
12,1 C en
._0retta Jobs
tury
Realtors 153 lxv2, Three bedroom 1 bath
10. a!ed I rn , le....ou, on .1J1
West
Ava•lable, ,m
med•ate, w No pets 52:5
Per month 1)50 depot,
'
753 4406 before 6 OOP n'
4119
435
after is Xo m
Iwo bedroom
Stove
and ref r•ger atot tut
?
,j .I. h
n -1h d
De•ter
los Med
7S1
4661

4fl'"

fr,,S

, It:- •
.1

A -,'.'

• .1•.`:,..'`,

•
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,.
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ir..
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s•

r .1.
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It '1'

tiding and Aluminum
trim for all houses It
stops pointing
Jack Glover

S3 Services Offered

153 1611
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CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162-4192
435-4348
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PROBLEMS?

Need u second opi
or
Build up
non?
Residential
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references Coll Hugh
Outlend. 759 1718 or
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- MOVING SALE King Size Bed
Antique Vanity & Dresser
Regulation Pool Table
with all accessories

Auto Services

49. Used Cars

1777 Monte Carlo. good
condition, new vinyl
roof Call 75.3 0936
••••.•.•••
11173 Buick Century
(Mad mechanical con
dition 753 3654
buildings
Owner
1974 Hornet Station',
financing available
Wagon. 1970 Pontiac
KOPPERtil)
Catalina, fake best of
fir 7S3021
El
1222. .19/4 volkswailan
running con
ditto& 111.650 Call 901
44 3535
197$ mosmoode so Regency. 7 door Coupe,
lull pow•r, all the
Options pelted to sell
Cali anytime. 759 91109
1990 Ford Pinto, excel
lent condition, new
twit. 87.800 or best
otter. 75395.35
1901 Chevrolet Impala.
I cylinder. p s. Pb.
witensetic. lilt wfwel.
cruise COntr04. oncettent
1=1111111111M1•1111, •tIrlIS $1.991. 759 90.31,

e

753 1016.
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43 Real Estate
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I.Pets-Supti_es

Hazel and Puryear,
Tenn, Approxunately 60 very productive acres and
lovely home site.
plus several out-
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41,1Ven40•r
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52. Boats Motors
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14. Want to Buy

It. Farm Equipment
FOREVER LIVING
PRODUCTS Aloe Vera.
West Kentucky Group
will be holding an
Informational and Cer
tification Meeting at the
Holiday Inn. Murray
7 30 p m , Monday.
February 1. 1913
All
interested parties
welcome

Office Coast to Coast
laserwy how looreorbwo
eipiebia Servs(' Simi, ISO'
1911 Coareereter awe
611,wro9 II walled y 42011
'Sell /13 1156
&whose
10111. littaktio

Sefvices Offered
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1951 ts
Or
chbacA Cbe,.ette
7S) 71132 _
SO.

Burley Poundage for 'A2
or 113 crop 7530174

V^

201 Maio St.

Realty

Apts For Rent

Large
duple.

49 Used Cars
-

Strout

11. Instruction

M.Home Furnishings

Economy Tire 1 Service

43. Real Estate

•wilb
Wanted
Someone SullOing tor rent pr
khowlegable of stamps sate aS ft x 77 ft
`h
to estimate the valve of parking 757 7370
a Stamp c011ection Call
For rent office space .n
753 37))
SOuths , de Shopping
Center',
reasonable
rent utilities furnished
Call 753 6612 or 753 aso
Aerobic Dance Classes
after Sp m
Free introduL tory
Monday Jan
classes
pm
Tuesday Feb
31
Wed Feb
70 m
2
1
m E art Week 'I,e1
We/relies',
Stewart StaP,pm
Van
Spec.
Storer
Room, _NO or 276 MSU
Fee Rent
campus Call Karen for
more information
753
W-4751
1573 or 751 WO

Raw furs.' ra«oon red
tOx gray•td. muskrat
mink coyote opossum
Owen Mc
Clerlan. P 0 Box 63
Pulaski. III
62976
Phone 611 112 6316

NOTICE
We Are New
Equipped For
litecphersea Shot
-led Alignment
CA1753-8500

310 311
:)

Coll 753-8200
%•••••-r
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Dozier presents medals to Italians who helped

OBITUARIES

Stock market
Prices furnished by First
of Michigan, Woodman
Bldg

Is downtown Rome "Too
US him from a Red Hrtgades against terrorism and thing 1 can tell you
ROME Al)
many people in the laimars. s
that the left-wing Red thank you"
'IL
Brig Gen James I. hideout a ?ear ago
Western world take our
Maxhave
been
Ambassador
Brigades
US.
Italian officials at Mon1)ozier made a surprise
411% • 14
hvellin•
But well M. Rabb awarded a rights and our way of life, Ammar Nam
at
visit to Rome to award das s award ceremony largel) defeated
9 •••
hafts*
war
that
the
silver medal, the for granted."
warned
they
Defense Department said Dozier's liberation
W• •IO
amartras Tomb**.
Dotter was kidnapped ar1111,
1116 -1/4
Fulton Young. &I Rt 5 medals to the 14 Italian on Jan n, 1902 marked a against terrorism is not Secretary of Defense
1
avor
his home in Verona Dana
Outstanding
from
Award
for
(1%
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4.1 •Si
Mrs. Mamie R. Turner. died today at 3 40 a in at policemen who rest•ued turning point in the fight
Isrt
Mn
wife Judy and I
Public Service, to each of on Dec. 17, 1981. He was GAY
• as
his
home.
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New Shipment-New Patterns
'6-'8-'10-'1 2 Per Neale tell
All in Stock-Lowest Prices Ever
Prepasted-Stripable-Scrvlsohle

BUY IT TODAY!
HANG IT
TODAY!
ENJOY IT
i;r1 TODAY!

2 More Weeks
Of Our Stock
Wallpaper Sale.
Come In & See All
The Patterns To Choose
From. Racks Of Paper.
Plus Boxes On The Floor.
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* FREE (STRIATES *
Pk*** 753.2553
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Delmar
SO% Off 2 Books
Of Woven Wood Shades

Hurry. Sale Extended.
Thrill Month Of Feb.

Take Advantage Of
This Sale TWayl

GENERAL ELECTRIC'S FANTASTIC
ANNUAL APPLIANCE AND VIDEO

ERC'JRY
INCOLN

II
oose
per
loor.

We've bought a trainload of appliances in General Electric's annual direct todeaier
evorli
were passing the savings on to you GE has reduced prices to us, and we have reduced ow viR es on thew
appliances and televisions Cal loads of merchandise have left GE s huge factory Afart,rhilise filled AO!)
Refrigerators. Washers, Dryers. Freezers,'Dishwashers Ranges and Videos If yOu blart to buy ft)! iour
chen, laundry Or video room,shop our values today

JET200

GE INTRODUCES

THE NEW

DUAL WAVE'
COUNTERTOP
OVEN
MICROWAVE
Defrosts and
Cooks.
Cavity
Lams
and Easy
*sheets Foods Quick

ft. oven cavitytimer
,witti 25-minute
• Time Cooking
and LowfDefrost
Levels—High
proPOWer
2
on control panel
•
Recipe Guide
foods
Convenient
oftertprepared
•
reference of
• vides quick
• Spacious 1.4 Cu.

PRICES0000TM/FEBRUARY ES,10113

8 BIG PAGES OF SUPER APPLIANCE AND VIDEO BUYS

TV
&
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
SALES & SERVICE
212 East Main Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

502-753-1586

'90

Trainload
SALE
HEAVY DUTY
LARGE CAPACITY
WASHER

-4

• 2 Cycle Selections—Regular and Permanent Press.
• 4 Water Level Options—To match water level to
load size.
• 3 wash/rinse temperature combinations with energy
saving cold water rinse
• Filter-Flo* filter system
•

. I
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s40
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$3615

MINI BASKET
OR
LARGE CAPACITY
AUTOMATIC

WASHERS
2-SPEED
AUTOMATIC WASHER
• 5 cyclos, including permar-...:
Mini-Gulch cycle .
• 3 wasNrinee temperature
setections with energy-saving
cold WSW Woo.
• Variable water level control
• Fitter Fice Wasiak
prOlis and

31311
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avi011akerti.
Wa IC WV*
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I 610.1111.161.me
Sti.iCtaptig
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2-SPEED WASHER
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• Filter-Flo• System
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REMOVABLE
UP fRONT
LINT fItTIR

111111 '1

1

REMOVABLE
UP-FRONT
LINT FILTER

stwE

VALUE,
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I

GE HEAVY DUTY
COMMERCIAL DRYER

HEAVY-DUTY
DRYER
• 4 cycles including permanent
press/knits
• 3 drying selections
• Durable porcelain enamel drum

ONLY

ONLY
• Permanent press and timed
regular cycles
• 3 heat options including
no-heat fluff
• Porcelain enamel drum

$268 s288
LARGE CAPACITY 2-SPEED
MINI-BASKET WASHER

BASsq Tr""

• 4 cycles, including permanent press, knits
• 5 wash/rinse temperature combinations
• Variable water levels
• Mini-Basket

Tug
•MI

mialome•or
'$[,c"

ONLYS4IS

Y1
011404,
01104SE
TttP(SUWON
NELEC IONS

3-CYCLE
AUTOMATIC DRYER

VIVIA111344V

CA)

• 3cycles including automatic permanent
press & knits
• 4 heat selections including no-heat fluff
• Porcelain enamel drum
• •
S
0011710Sv
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15 CU.FT. LOW COST, NO-FROST

17.2 CU.FT. NO-FROST

REFRIGERATOR FREEZER

REFRIGERATOR FREEZER

• Only 28" wide,84" high
• Big 4.58 Cu. ft. freezer
• Equipped for optional automatic icemaker
• Energy savor switch helps cut operating coat
• Three cabinet shelves

SPACE SAVING 13.9 CU. FT.

•

REFRIGE
RATOR
•
do

•

• 3 full-width shi
fter
e...chiller tray
• 2 Ice 'N Easy trays

• 17.2 Cu. ft. with 4.73 cu.ft. freair

• 2 huge fruit and vegetable pans
• Equipped for automatic icernaker(Optional—extra cost)
• Energy saver switch helps out operating cost.

NO-FROST 23.5 CU. FT.ICE DISPENSER,COLD WATER
DISPENSER,REFRIGERATQR WITH 8.57 CU. FT. FREEZER

Tw
Huml
Keep
u0

ewir

cu.
US Lu
'

Ft.
OFSTORAGE
CONVENIENCE.
FLEXIBILITY!

freezer
lice treys
vatite bin

Equipped tor optional
aulumetic •Lediellier

NEW
DIMENSION IN
REFRIGERATOR
STORAGE!

REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
•7

Adiusteble
full uU wilth stet
chelve.

pr&cu. ft. freezer, 2 ice trays, removable bin
....1111)ped for optional automatic icemaker
• Two adjustable split-level, full-width steel shelves
• Controlled climates keep food fresh up to 15 days
• Two high-humidity jumbo pans for moisture-loving

waled snatii pat tt
otitepped mem.
bees,

vegetables
• One lower-humidity pan for fruits, berries
• Sealed snack pack; unwrapped meat, cheese
• 34'" wide, 66" high
• Rolls out on adjustable wheels

Two HighHumidity Pans
Kw*food bash
up to 15 days

MODEL TB,220

GE FREEZER LIVING FOR
THE BUDGET MINDED

13.3 Cu.ft. UP-RIGHT FREEZER
OR
15.3 Cu. ft. CHEST FREEZER

. UP-RIGHT MODEL
/
2- high
• Only 28- wide, 541
• Three refrigerated shelves for fast freel
ing, plus cold plate at kip
er.1111.4.,71 _
temperatures

- Four door shelves, Including one
iulc•-can shelf
• Rack at bottom for bulk storage

--

• Two 8" and two 8"
Calrod• Surface
units
• Infinite heat
surface unit
controls
• Clock, automatic
oven timer and
signal buzzer

One 8" and Wive6""Tilt Lock"
Cal W surface units
Rotary, 2-step infinite heat
controls
Porcelain enamel broiler pan
with chrome plated grill
Upswept cooktop for easy
cleaning
"ON" indicator light

TUFFTUB.
i INTERIOR

OSO4o0v•

4-CYCLE BUILT-IN
DISHWASHER
ONLY

• P-7* self-cleaning
oven system
• Automatic oven
timer, clock and
minute timer
• Two 6" and two 8"
plug-in Cairod
surface heating
units

•••

DUAL WAVE" MICROWAVE SYSTEM
Designed to Cook From Top and Bottom
Of SiGlit 0 OR
VISCOOKiNG
PE RE()PARK;
DESIGNED FOR
EVEN COOKING
PERFORMANCE

DUAL
WAVE
micro.J,
sysw-

DUAL
WAVE'
Microwave
System

• Spacious 1.4 Cu. ft. oven
cavity
• DUAL WAVE' Microwave
System—Designed for good.
even cooking results
• Time Cooking with 60-minute
timer
• Temperature Cooking with
the MicroThermometee•
probe

• Variable Power Levels
• Double Duty"
1 Shelf
• -Microwave Guide and
Cookbook" included
• 1 Year Full Warranty—InHome Service(Parts &
LaborXSee Warranty For
Details

Double Duty •" Shell
10 Power Levels
"Microwave Guide and
Cookbook" includes,
5-Year Limited
Warranty—Carry In Service
Tarts & Labor)(See Warranty
For Details)

SPACEMAKER'MICROWAVE OVEN
FITS OVER YOUR RANGE

Electronic touch controk
Spacious 1 4 cu ft oven
cavity
DUAL WAVE ". Microwave
System—Designed for good
even cooking results
99-minute digital timer for
time cooking
Temperature Cooking with the
MicroThearmometer" probe

SPACEMAKER' MICROWAVE OVEN
FITS OVER YOUR RANGE

• Saves valuable counter
space—has 2-speed fan & light
• Cooks by time Of by
temperature with
MicroTherrnometer "' control
• Variable power levels

• Automatic Cooking Control
takes the guesswork out of
microwaving
• Time or Temperature
• C°
T14o
kinfCiDay Clock
• Ten Power Levels
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17" Diagonal
VIVI-COLOR
TV

25" Diagonal
• COLOR
CONSOLE

1

•

it

VIVI-COLOR SYSTEM

' PROGRAMMABLE
SCAN
REMOTE
CONTROL
%maw

•
ell
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Pi
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NOOK 17ACMIXIVI
Cables! Walled Nelen en
le.Ups..pleelle.
• AFC Automatic Frequency
Control,
• 100% solid state chassis
•GE
tube *Yiterri
• Slack Matti picture tube
ACC(1I6111111160 Cola Control)

• DC ressimake
• 33elas"CNek-ln"

Noir IIIPC3DMIP

.
Mediterranean awn; cabinet condrugp- d of oecen-anehipenuine
herdwood eon* wood °monsoon board and annulated wood ecoents

ONLY
$32

Morite_r_ _ftidoniadiulta War
piciluntMilo* you ea**•Plegyllivnbbi• &
ScanRafardacans and asiscas
channels• Ousrbodrorwc Tuning MIA flir
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10" DIAGONAL
PORTA COLOR* TV
• Vivi Dolor ""System for locked•in Channel
tuning —AFC Automatic FrequencyControl
• in Line Picture Tube System
• ACC
Automatic Color Control
• (OW • Solid State Chassis

12" DIAGONAL

BLACK & WHITE
PORTABLE TV
•
•
•
•
•
•

100., Solid State Chassis
Daylight Bright"' picture tube
Plug•in VHF antenna
Molded-in carrying handle
Quick-on picture tube
70 Position 'Click In
UHF Tuning

19" DIAGONAL
COLOR TV
• Color Monitor system adjusts
color picture before you see it
• Programmable Scan Remote
Control selects and scans
channels
• Quartz Electronic Tuning with
112-Channel c/Debit I y
• Ped0111%1111Ce 11 solid state
chassis

19" DIAGONAL
COLOR TV

13" DIAGONAL
PORTA COLOR® TV
• Vivi-Color '" System for locked-in channel
tuning—AFC- Automatic Frequency Control
• In-Line Black Matrix Picture Tube
• ACC.. • Automatic Color Control
• 100% Solid Slate Chassis

Vivi-Coior System for locked-in channel
tuning
In-line Black Matrix picture tube
Automatic Color Control
Performance II Solid State Chassis
Custom Picture Control

8-HOUR VHS
VIDEO CASSETTE
RECORDER
• 12-position electronic
tuner—watch one
program/record another
• 1 event/10 day programming
• Wired remote pause control
• Digital tape counter with
memory

25" DIAGONAL
CONSOLE
System sOlusts
kilOrsItor
• ,
COLORaft"
before you see it
color
picture
• Automatic Frequency Cordial
locks in channel settings
without reediustment
• in-line Black Matrix picture

tub
• Performance N SOW *tete
chassis
'!

ONLY

55
8
$

212East Main Street
Murray. Ky. 42071

502-753-1586
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